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Today’s energy industry has to change towards a cheaper, cleaner and more efficient di-
rection. Many efforts have been made to develop hydrogen driven solutions; however,
hydrogen itself is not a source of energy, just energy carrier and just like in case of elec-
trical power it has to be generated somehow with the use of other energy source. If the
hydrogen is generated it can power internal combustion engines and the stack gas is pure
water vapour. The use of hydrogen can generate 3-4 times more energy per mass com-
pared to the conventional sources. Nevertheless, the hydrogen has to be stored. Liquid
state storage requires heavy, high pressure tanks cooled down to extreme low temperatures.
This consumes at least 20 % of the stored energy. A possible solution of this problem is to
store the hydrogen in chemically bonded state, forming relatively easily dissolving hydride
compounds.
Magnesium and its alloys are good candidates to reversibly store hydrogen at reason-
able conditions and costs. In the last decade numerous publications and conferences were
concerned with the improvement of these Mg-based solutions but there are still open ques-
tions.
The achievable high H-storage capacity and the low absorption and desorption pressures
are the advantages of this material. However, because of the high sorption temperature
and the relatively slow kinetics the direct use of magnesium is not prevalent.
Using catalysts is one direction to optimise the properties. It is important to find the
best catalyst for magnesium-based systems to enhance the kinetics of absorption and des-
orption, while the real, physical role of catalysts in these processes is still not clear. The
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other way to improve the properties is to reduce the grain size to nanometer scale. Ball
milling is an effective mean to reach the desired powder dimensions. There are also con-
tradictory papers, as to whether the grain or particle size determines the rate of sorption.
The aim of this thesis is to study the effects of microstructure on the hydrogen sorption
temperature, kinetics and cycling of magnesium powders. We also examine the rate con-
trolling mechanism and the advantages of using transition metal oxide catalyst. We also
demonstrate a modified model of hydrogenisation considering the powder distribution.
At first we give an overview of the hydriding materials and mechanisms in chapter 1. A
very short summary of the properties and synthesis of nanomaterials is also given. At the
end of the chapter we focus on the results carried out on magnesium - magnesium hydride
systems. In chapter 2 the applied experimental methods for producing and characterizing
the samples are discussed, i.e. ball milling, X-ray diffraction, scanning electron microscopy,
Sievert-type pressure composition temperature device and thermogravimetry.
In chapter 3 the synthesis and characterization of ball-milled nanocrystalline magnesium
hydride is presented. The applied milling conditions to produce nano-crystalline hydride
powder are introduced and the microstructural and sorption properties are reviewed. By
using the Convolutional Multiple Whole Profile method to analyze the microstructure, a
more detailed description can be obtained compared to the conventional X-Ray evaluation
processes. The microstructural development during absorption and desorption cycling is
also analyzed. Changes of the storage material during cycling is a very important pa-
rameter in terms of practicability. Besides, the microstructure of the magnesium hydride
during one full absorption-desorption cycle was also monitored at different hydridization
stages. Thereafter the conventional hydriding models were extended to obtain a better
understanding of hydrogen uptake. In this modified version the size distribution of the
powder is also taken into account resulting in different kinetic constants compared to clas-
sical models.
The role of metal-oxide catalyst on the hydriding properties are discussed in chapter
4. Niobium-oxide was chosen for analysis as it is among the best candidates as catalyst to
enhance hydrogen sorption kinetics. Microstructural, morphological and storage properties
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of nano magnesium hydride milled with metal oxide catalysts were analyzed.
At the end of the thesis the conclusions are summarised.
The work was partially carried out in the frame of Research Training Network (EU
HPRN-CT-2002-00208). Some of the sample series were provided by our project partners
in Geesthacht, Germany led by Professor Rüdiger Bormann, whilst some measurements





In industrialised countries, one-third to one-half of the energy generated annually is used
to power buildings and another one-third is used to move people and goods. The energy
required for the operation of vehicles is usually carried on board. Our present carbon-based
energy system uses mainly the internal combustion engine as its main energy conversion
device and thus carbonhydride based fuel, like petrol or diesel. There are problems with
this technique, e.g. the efficiency is only about 15-20%, the depletion of fossil fuel sources,
and the main problem is the pollution [1].
An alternative, the hydrogen fuel cell chemically combines hydrogen and oxygen to
produce water vapour and electricity at a higher level of efficiency (40-65%). The electric
current produced by the fuel cell can be used to power an electric engine.
Many efforts are made to develop the ”Hydrogen Industry”. The huge automobile com-
panies like the General-Motors concern, the Mercedes-VW-Skoda association, the BMW
Group and also the big oil companies (e.g. Shell, Exxon) have extensive hydrogen fuel cell
researches to overcome the difficulties of fossil-fuel based transportation. Hydrogen gas
can store energy in a high density form, and when used in a fuel cell, does not produce
pollution at all. So, it is a promising candidate for the main energy source for the future’s
vehicles.
Nevertheless, the use of hydrogen still won’t solve the problem of creating energy. To
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produce hydrogen gas (mainly with electrochemical dissociation of water), electricity is
required. Till lately, this power is generated from the conventional energy sources, such
as coal or hydroelectric power plants. The real environmental advantage comes when the
hydrogen gas is produced in a clean way (e.g. with electricity from solar cells or wind
power stations) [2]. If hydrogen is widely used as a fuel for transporting goods and people,
we will breath cleaner and fresher air even in the heart of huge cities.
This work is concerned with the problems of the storage of hydrogen gas in transporta-
tion applications. A safe, reversible and high energy density way of storage is required.
Metal-hydrides seem to be good candidates for everyday applications. The aim is to en-
hance the absorption-desorption kinetics. One of the promising metals for hydrogen storage
is magnesium. Pure Mg and Mg with catalyst, have been studied in terms of the storage
device properties.
1.1 Why hydrogen?
Why has the hydrogen become a promising candidate for transporting energy ? Let us
compare hydrogen with other fuels in common use today.
• Hydrogen can be totally nonpolluting, when transformed into energy (only water is
exhausted)
• Hydrogen can be as safe as gasoline, diesel or natural gas.
• Hydrogen can help prevent the depletion of fossil fuel reserves.
• Hydrogen can be produced in any country from a wide variety of energy sources.
• Hydrogen is an excellent energy carrier.
• Hydrogen can be economically competitive with gasoline or diesel.
Hydrogen holds more chemical energy kilogramme for kilogramme than any other fuel.
One kilogramme of hydrogen provides as much energy as 4.5 litre of gasoline [1].
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Under the hood of today’s automobiles, internal combustion engines capture only 15%-
20% of the energy stored in gasoline. Fuel cells running on pure hydrogen are more efficient.
By applying the fuel’s energy via an electrochemical rather than a thermochemical (com-
bustion) reaction, a fuel cell can convert 40-65% of hydrogen’s energy into electricity to
power a car.
Hydrogen is safer than thought. Gaseous hydrogen is 14 times lighter than air and four
times lighter than helium. In the event of an accidental release, it disperses rapidly upward
into the atmosphere. Other fuels take longer to disperse or may spill onto the ground.
Furthermore gasoline requires specialised cleanup efforts and presents toxic hazards to the
nearby environment.
When fuels such as coal, oil, natural gas, propane or wood burn, they create pollutants
like carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, a variety of hydrocarbon chemicals, sulphur dioxide
and small solid smoke particles, all of them somehow dangerous for the environment. Pure
hydrogen produces only heat energy, water and trace amounts of oxides of nitrogen when
burned.
Despite of all the above mentioned advantages, moving to a ”Hydrogen Economy” won’t
happen overnight. At the beginning, producing hydrogen may require many of the same
energy sources (and so fuels) already in use today. Renewable energy sources may play
bigger and bigger role with time in future hydrogen production [2].
1.2 Storage devices
Hydrogen is a highly flexible fuel. It can be produced at large production facilities far away
and then piped or delivered to smaller distribution points. There are different solutions
for transporting hydrogen.
The compressed storage is the oldest solution. Hydrogen is often stored in tanks at
pressure that can reach around 200 bar [2, 1]. Low pressure storage, either in tanks or
underground, can also be used for large volumes of the gas. On-board storage systems for
vehicles have been shown to work at pressure up to 700 bar. These systems use tanks made
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from composite materials. Compressed storage is the lowest-cost method, but the storage
density tends to be low. Higher pressure can increase the storage density, but system costs
and safety requirements also rise.
The condensed storage, when the gas is stored as a liquid at -253oC in insulated pressure
vessels, stores hydrogen in a very high energy density, over three times that of gasoline.
However, insulated tanks are needed to minimise evaporation of the super-cold liquid hy-
drogen and the cooling requires lots of energy. These requirements result in the condensed
storage with a very high cost. Of course there are special fields when energy density is
more important than cost so this technique is still applied. For example, the Space Shuttle
uses liquid hydrogen to power its main engine.
The new approach of storage is the usage of advanced nanostructured materials, like
carbon nanotubes, metals, different type of metal alloys and intermetallic compounds for
hydrogen absorption [3].
1.3 Hydriding properties
There is an extraordinary great variety of metals and alloys capable of reversible hydro-
gen storage [4, 5, 6, 7]. For the possible industrial use many criterions are required to
be fulfilled. The principal focus is on the capacity. The relative mass of stored hydro-
gen compared to the total mass of the absorbent should be maximal. The achievable
maximum capacity is determined by the selected storage solution. However, there are a
number of important secondary properties, which should also be considered: hydrogen
absorption-desorption kinetics and temperature, decrepitation, impurity effects, cycling
stability, safety, raw material cost and ease of manufacture.
The pressure-composition curves are used to characterize the ability of H-absorption
of a material. In this case the hydrogen/metal ratio versus pressure is plotted, as seen in
Figure 1.1. At the initial stage the hydrogen/metal ratio grows with the pressure indicating
continuous hydrogen uptake. At a certain pressure value the slope of the curve ( d lnP
d(H/M)
)
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Figure 1.1: Schematic isothermal pressure-composition hysteresis loop [3]




H2 ↔ MHx (1.1)
At the end of the process the metal is fully transformed to hydride, but some further
hydrogen absorption is possible into the intersticial places as the pressure further increases.
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This reaction produces electricity directly, while in the first case the hydrogen has to be
used further in fuel cells to get electric power.
The sorption properties are defined for the direct gas reaction (eq. 1.1). The reversible
capacity, Δ(H/M)r, is defined as the plateau width, which is usually less than the maximum
capacity, (H/M)max (see Fig. 1.1). The desorption and absorption pressure, Pdes and Pabs,
are the mid-desorption and mid-absorption plateau pressure, respectively. These plateau








where ΔH and ΔS are the enthalpy and entropy changes of the hydriding reaction, re-
spectively, T is absolute temperature and R is the gas constant. For all of the hydrides
to be discussed, ΔH and ΔS are negative, the hydriding reaction is exothermic and the
dehydriding reaction is endothermic. The hysteresis (ln Pa
Pb
) refers to the pressure difference
of hydrogenation and dehydrogenation.
Beside these basic hydriding properties there are many more that should be considered.
Activation is the procedure needed to hydride a metal for the first time and bring
it up to maximum H-capacity and hydriding-dehydriding kinetics. The ease of initial
H2 penetration depends on surface structures and barriers, such as dissociation catalytic
species and passivation oxide films [9]. A second stage of activation involves internal
cracking of metal particles in order to increase reaction surface area.
The time required for absorption-desorption is also an important property. Applications
require as fast hydrogenation as possible, and desorption fast enough to fulfil the contin-
uous production of energy requested. Kinetics, the time required for a full absorption or
desorption, can vary on a large scale from alloy to alloy. However,there are some materials
with high hydrogen capacity, which are kinetics limited, especially at low temperature. In
these cases, the enhancing of the hydriding processes are the main tasks.
Decrepitation means the self-pulverisation of large metal particles into powder, a com-
mon phenomenon that results from a combination of hydriding volume change and the
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brittle nature of hydriding alloys (especially when they contain some H in solution).
Gaseous impurity resistance is a very important property, especially when the applica-
tion is open-ended and uses new and impure H2 for each cycle. Depending on the alloy
and impurity type several ways of damage are possible. Oxidation, where capacity is
lost and kinetics are hindered. Poisoning, where capacity is quickly lost without a con-
current decrease of initial kinetics. Retardation, where kinetics are quickly lost without
loss of ultimate capacity. Innocuous, where there is no surface damage but there can be
pseudo-kinetic decrease due to inert gas blanketing, an interparticle gas diffusion problem.
Damages from poisoning and retardation are usually recoverable, but in case of oxidation
it is usually not.
The possibility of absorbing and desorbing hydrogen many times without significant ca-
pacity loss and remarkable decrease of kinetics, called Cyclic stability,is also an important
property. Alloys and intermetallic compounds are usually metastable relative to dispro-
portionation, the tendency to break up metallurgicaly to form stable, not easily reversed
hydrides. Even if very pure hydrogen is used, disproportionation can occur with a resultant
loss of reversible capacity.
Safety usually centres around pyrophoricity, the tendency for a hydride powder to burn
when suddenly exposed to air, e.g., an accidental tank rupture. But the term can also
include toxicity resulting from accidental ingestion or inhalation.
Other, but not physical, property is the cost, especially important in case of large scale
industrial applications. It is influenced by several factors, including raw materials cost, the
possible melting and annealing costs, metallurgical complexities, an so on.
1.4 Hydriding materials
As discussed above, reversible storage of hydrogen is possible in condensed and compressed
way and also in different hydride forms. In order to compare the different capacities it is
useful to express capacity in volumetric terms, number of H atoms per unit volume. Table
1.1 summarises the H capacity/cm3 and the weight % of hydrogen compared to the full
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mass in compressed, liquid and solid form of H2, and in case of some metal-hydrides [7].
Material H-atoms/cm3 (x1022) % of weight that is hydrogen
H2 gas, 200 bar 0.99 100
H2 liquid, 20K 4.2 100
H2 solid, 4.2K 5.3 100
MgH2 6.5 7.6
Mg2NiH4 5.9 3.6
FeT iH2 6.0 1.89
LaNi5H6 5.5 1.37
Table 1.1: Volumetric capacity of compressed, liquid and solid hydrogen compared to
some metal-hydride systems
As Table 1.1. shows, the H density for the compressed gas is around 1 ∗ 1022/cm3. In
case of liquid and solid state it is about 5 times higher, 4.2 and 5.3∗1022/cm3, respectively.
Evidently in all three cases the total mass to the mass of hydrogen is 100 percent. In
case of metal-hydride systems the average H-atom density can be higher than in the pure
gas or liquid hydrogen, and even higher than in solid hydrogen. This can be explained if
we consider, that one Mg atom absorbs 2 H atoms, resulting in a very dense packing of
H-atoms. In the hexagonal close-packed magnesium hydride, the cell parameters for a and
b vectors are 3.7 Å, while even in the pure solid hydrogen they are only 4.7 Å. Considering
this it is easy to see that some metals can store hydrogen in a extremely dense form.
The weight percent of hydrogen is still low, due to the small atomic weight of hydrogen
compared to the atoms of metals, even in case of light metals such as Mg. The heavier
elements are used in a metal-hydride system, the smaller is the weight percent of the gas.
Table 1.1 just presents some examples, but solid solution alloys, hydride complexes and
carbon nanotubes can also be used as hydrogen storage materials.
The family tree of the possible solutions are summarised in Figure 1.2. Let us see the
elements, alloys, hydriding complexes and carbon structures in details now.
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Figure 1.2: Family tree of hydriding alloys and complexes [3]
1.4.1 Elements
Most of the 91 natural elements will hydride under appropriate conditions. Unfortunately,
as shown by the van’t Hoff lines of Figure 1.3, the elements in their natural form do not
fulfill the requirements of practical use (1-10 atm, 0-100oC, indicated by a box). Vanadium
is in the desired temperature range and palladium is near to it. Pd has been used for more
than 100 years for H-storage, but it is very expensive, doesn’t hold much H. V requires
heating well above 100oC to release hydrogen. Magnesium is one the most attractive
hydrogen storage materials in capacitive point of view; however, the desorption reaction is
too slow for practical use and requires relatively high temperatures.
Since the high hydrogen capacity many efforts are made to ameliorate the H-storage
properties. Producing nano-scaled powders and using catalysts seem to be the best ways
to make better storage materials.
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Figure 1.3: Van’t Hoff lines (desorption) for elemental hydrides. Box indicates 1-10 atm,
0-100oC ranges. [3]
1.4.2 Alloys
In order to get practical applications of reversible hydride alloys, it is required to combine
strong hydride forming elements (A), with weak hydriding elements (B), so they form alloys
(especially intermetallic compounds) that have the desired intermediate thermodynamic
affinities for hydrogen. A classic example is the combination of La (forming LaH2 on
25oC with Pdes = 3 ∗ 10
−29 atm and ΔHf = −208 kJ/mol) with Ni (forming NiH on
25oC with Pdes = 3400 atm and ΔHf = −8.8 kJ/mol) to form the intermetallic compound
LaNi5 ( Pdes = 1.6 atm and ΔHf = −30.9 kJ/mol) [6]. This extraordinary ability to
interpolate between the extremes of elemental hydriding behaviour has led to the modern
world of reversible hydrides. Many types of alloy families have been developed such as
AB5,AB2,AB and A2B.
The AB5 hydriding intermetallics generally have a hexagonal crystal structure. The
family has an extraordinary versatility because many different elemental species can be
substituted (at least partially) into the A and B lattice sites. A-elements tend to be one or
more of the lanthanoids (atomic number 57-70), Ca or other elements such as Y, Zr, etc.
The B-elements are based on Ni with many other possible substitutional elements such as
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Co, Al, Mn, Fe, Cu, Sn, Si, Ti, etc. Modern commercial AB5 hydriding alloys are mostly
based on the use of the lanthanide mixture mischmetal (Mm = Ce La Nd Pr) for the A
side and Ni+Al+Mn+Co+... on the B-side [6], and are the main components of today’s
commercial NiMH battery anodes [10, 11].
Figure 1.4: Van’t Hoff lines for various AB5 hydrides.[3]
The van’t Hoff plots of various representative alloys are shown in Figure 1.4. H-capacity
is unfortunately low, not exceeding 1.3 wt %, but the wide range of versatility and tunability
is evident. The plateau pressure is variable over three orders of magnitude. The AB5 alloys
are easy to activate, hardly requiring any heating. They decrepitate on the first sorption
cycle to fine powder. AB5 alloys do not form protective oxide layers. This is a great
advantage, and gives good tolerance to small amounts of oxygen and water vapour in the
usedH2 gas. These impurities do not poison the AB5 units but act as a reactant that slowly
reduces capacity [12]. The most widely used alloys in this family are MnNi5 and LaNi5
[13]. The relative low H-capacity makes these alloys used only in applications where the
total mass is not so crucial. They can be found in rechargeable batteries and in small-scale
applications, i.e. other than as a mass storage or transport medium for hydrogen [13].
Like AB5s, the AB2 intermetallics represent a large and versatile group of hydriding
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materials. The Internet database presently includes more than 500 AB2 entries [14]. The
A elements are often from IVA group (Ti, Zr, Hf) and/or rare earth series (at. no 57-71).
The B elements can be transition or non-transition metals with atomic number 23-26 (V,
Cr, Mn, Fe) [5]. A wide variety of substitutions are possible for both A and B-elements,
so thus providing a high degree of fine tuning of PCT properties. The AB2s have mainly
hexagonal and cubic structures. The PCT properties can be tuned to cover the 1-10 atm
and 0-100oC range. AB2 alloys tend to show higher capacities than AB5s, especially at
higher temperature and pressure [14]. AB2s are generally more difficult to activate than
AB5s, although some will activate without heating, especially those which are higher in
Zr or Mn content. Once activated, kinetics are usually high. AB2s seem to be sensitive to
impurities in theH2 used. Some used examples from this family are: T iCr1.8 , ZrFe1.5Cr0.5
and ZrMn2 [3].
In the A2B family various crystal structures are possible. In one subfamily A is typically
of the Group IVA elements Ti, Zr or Hf and B is a transition metal, typically Ni [14].
Another family is based on Mg2Ni. There has been extensive work on Mg2Ni, both from
fundamental and applications points of view [15]. H-capacity of Mg2Ni is attractive (3.6
wt%), but desorption temperature is too high. There have been several successful attempts
to increase absorption and desorption kinetics by surface treated or nanocrystalline and
amorphous versions of Mg2Ni-related alloys [16] ,but the basic hydride thermodynamics
have not been improved much. The numerous attempts to significantly decrease desorption
temperature have not been particularly successful yet.
Going towards materials with higher A-type and lower B-type elements involves the
more and more difficult produce of these alloys. The A-rich materials can absorb H in a
bigger quantity but oxidise more easily [17]. During producing increasingly clean (means
oxygen free) atmosphere is needed.
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1.4.3 Solid solution alloys
The term ’solid solution alloys’ designates a primary element (solvent) into which one
or more minor elements (solutes) are dissolved. Unlike the intermetallic compound, the
solute needs not to be present at an integer or near-integer stoichiometric relationship to
the solvent and is present in a random (disordered) substitutional or interstitial distribution
within the basic crystal structure. Several solid solution alloys form reversible hydrides, in
particular those based on the solvents Pd, Ti, Zr, Nb and V [4].
Pd-based alloys are perhaps the largest family. Many of them have good PCT prop-
erties, but generally low H-capacity, around 1.0 wt% H. Ti- and Zr-based solid solution
alloys form hydrides that are too stable, even when highly alloyed. There are many re-
ported V solid soluting hydriding alloys, but V-Ti-Fe seems to be promising. For example
in (V0.9T i0.1)1−xFex by varying x from 0 to 0.075, the dihydride plateau pressure can be
varied over more than an order of magnitude without affecting capacity [18].
1.4.4 Hydride complexes
The main category of complex hydrides contains transition metals (TM). When transition
metals are combined with a Group IA or IIA element in the presence of hydrogen, a low
valence complex of the TM and multiple H atoms will form. A well used example is
Mg2NiH4, where Mg donates electrons to stabilise [NiH4]
−4 complex. Four hydrogen
atoms bond with single a Ni atom and the two Mg atoms donate two electrons each to
stabilise the high-H transition metal complex [3].
Mg2NiH4 is an exception to the general situation of TM complex hydrides because
it has a corresponding Mg2Ni intermetallic. It is very important that transition metal
complex hydrides can be synthesised from combinations of electropositive elements and
transition metals that do not form intermetallic compounds. For example, it is well known
that Mg and Fe do not alloy at all in the H-free solid metallic state. Yet, when Mg and
Fe powders are sintered in H2 , the high-H complex hydride Mg2FeH6 forms. Since the
formation and decomposition of transition metal complex hydrides usually requires some
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metal atom diffusion, the kinetics tend to be rather slow compared to the traditional inter-
stitial hydrides and also high temperature is needed for H2 desorption. However the high
hydrogen contents possible (e.g. Mg2FeH6 5.5 wt.% H) give potential to these materials as
storage hydrides. The goal is to make the TM complex hydrides more reversible, especially
in the low temperature H2 desorption mode [19].
Another major area of complex hydrides comprises the non-transition metal complexes.
For example, aluminates and borohydrides such as LiAlH4 and NaBH4 ([AlH4]
− and
[BH4]
− complexes), among many others [4]. These hydrides exhibits poor reversiblility.
Recently it has been discovered that two-step gas reaction for NaAlH4 can be made re-

















The H-capacity for Eq. (1.4) is about 5.6 wt%, and can be achieved below 150oC. Catalyzed
complex hydrides offer a new area for low temperature, high capacity reversible hydrides
[21].
1.4.5 Carbon structures
Study of storing H2 on and/or in various forms of carbon has been very active lately. It
has long been known that high surface area activated carbon will physisorb molecular H2
and serve as a storage medium for the gas. However, because absorption is governed by
relatively weak Van der Walls interactions, significant storage of H2 on C occurs only when
the C is cold (below 150 K) and high pressure is applied [4]. On the other side, H can
be chemically bonded to the C60 and C70 fullerenes. H-contents as high as C60H48 (6.3
wt.% H) have been achieved [3, 22]. Unlike the purely physisorption process with activated
carbon, C60 carbon atoms form relatively strong covalent bonds with H atoms, with ΔH
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285 kJ/mol. This means that temperature about 400oC is needed for breaking of that
bond and the desired desorption of H2 gas.
A clear potential has been demonstrated for room storage of H2 molecules in carbon
nanotubes, with reversible capacity 5-10 wt.% [4]. Single- and multi-wall carbon nanotubes
have the ability to quickly absorb high density of hydrogen at atmospheric pressure. Ex-
terior and interior absorption is possible,with different H/C coverage. Figure 1.5 shows
simple H/C coverage in case of exterior (a), and interior (b) absorption. In case of exterior
absorption hydrogen is absorbed at the exterior of the tube wall by H-C bonds with a H/C
coverage 1.0, while at interior absorption H-H bonds are formed and the coverage can be
raise up to 2.4. The absorption into the interior wall is also possible, but not stable. The
hydrogen relaxes inside the tube, forming H-H bonds [23].
Figure 1.5: Hydrogen absorption in a nanotube, with a) exterior and b) interior H-
coverage [4]
1.4.6 Summary of hydriding materials
A qualitative summary of hydriding properties of the elements and alloy families discussed
above, is given in Table 1.2. The AB5 , AB2 and AB intermetallics offer the best of near
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room temperature sorption properties. The elements , AB and A2B compounds show the
highest reversible H-capacity and lowest raw material cost. Vanadium based solid solutions
offer good capacity, but cost is questionable and secondary properties are not known yet.
Attribute Elements AB5 AB2 AB A2B V − SS
Versatility 0 + + + -/0 0
H-capacity + 0 0/+ 0/+ + +
PCT -/0/+ + + + - +
Activation - + 0 -/0 0/? ?
Impurity effects - + 0 - 0 -/?
Cyclic stability 0 -/0/+ -/0 -/0 0 ?
Cost 0/+ 0 + + + -/0
Table 1.2: Qualitative overview of hydride types (Key: - = problematic; 0 = neutral; +
= good; ? = uncertain.)
New directions for hydriding materials are to form amorphous, nanocrystalline and
quasicrystalline alloys [4]. In the area of amorphous and nanocrystalline alloys, usually
produced by sputtering or ball milling, good progress has been made in improving the
sorption kinetics. Still there seems to be little outcome to reduce the desorption temper-
atures of alloys or to increase the H-capacities significantly. Amorphous alloys have no
well defined PCT plateau with small slope, which may limit practical applications. In
the relatively new area of quasicrystalline alloys, the number of available alloys is limited.
Those that have been hydrided are high in Ti, resulting in impractically high desorption
temperatures.
It is very important to emphasise that there is no ideal hydriding alloy. For a desired
application the properties (i.e. : capacity, working temperature and pressure, cost, effect
of impurities, cyclic life, mass) should be ranked resulting in a solution, which best fits the
expectations.
1.5 Mg/MgH2 system
If metal hydrides are to become important energy carriers in mobile vehicles, the total
mass of the storage system needs to be reduced, and this puts strong constraints on the
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applicable elements and alloys. A very promising candidate is magnesium for mass sensitive
applications, it can store up to 7.6 wt.% of hydrogen. The metallicMg has hexagonal (space
group: P63/mmc) crystal structure with lattice parameters a= 3.2094 Å and c=5.2108
Å [24]. The β −MgH2 is tetragonal (space group: P42/mnm ,see Fig. 1.6), with lattice
parameters a =4.517 Åand c=3.0205 Å[25]. There is an other type of magnesium hydride,
the γ −MgH2 phase, but it is unstable, and exists only under high hydrogen pressure.
Figure 1.6: Structure of MgH2 [26]
Figure 1.7: Mg-H phase diagram at 1 bar [27]
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Figure 1.7 shows the phase diagram of the Mg−MgH2 system at 1 bar [27]. It can be
seen that the dissociation temperature, when MgH2 transforms to Mg+gas, is 561 K. The
melting point ofMg is 923 K. There is been an influence of the gas pressure on the hydrogen
solubilities in solid and liquid magnesium and also a slight temperature dependence for the
invariant equilibria [28]. The dissociation temperature of MgH2 increases greatly with
pressure (see Fig.1.8), but the temperature of the equilibrium L ↔ (Mg)+ gas changes
only slightly. For example, while the dissociation temperature of MgH2 at 1 bar is 561 K,
at 250 bar it is 832 K [28, 29]. There are problems with the use of magnesium in everyday
Figure 1.8: Dissociation pressure of MgH2 as a function of temperature.[27]
industrial applications:
i. The rate of absorption and desorption is too low because diffusion of hydrogen atoms
through the hydride is slow.
ii. The H2 molecules do not readily dissociate at the surface of Mg to generate the H
atoms that can diffuse into the metal.
iii. The hydrogen atoms bind strongly with Mg atoms, since the enthalpy of formation
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of hydride is large, and the hydride needs to be heated up to very high temperatures
in order to release hydrogen gas at sufficiently high pressure (above 1 atm).
It is important to distinguish between problems (i) and (ii) although both are related to the
kinetics of absorption and desorption processes. These problems could be solved efficiently
with changing the microstructure or with addition of catalysts, problem (iii); however,
remains unsolved.
1.5.1 Size effects
Materials reduced to the nanoscale can show very different properties compared to what
they exhibit on a macroscale, enabling unique applications. One main reason for these
unique properties is tha drastic change of the the surface to volume ratio. This results in
an extremely enhanced chemical reaction ability. On the other hand the general physical
properties of nano-scaled materials drastically change, they are becoming size dependent.
Among many others the diffusion length, the electron free path, the coherent domain size,
the dislocation distance scales with the size of the particle.
The problem of absorption and desorption rate could be reduced by forming a compound
of small Mg crystals agglomerated together. If the crystallite size is reduced, the desired
diffusion length of hydrogen to reach the metal-hydride interface can be reduced.
The best way to obtain the desired small crystallite size, is to ball mill the hydride
(see section 2.1). When commercial, micron-sized MgH2 is milled, the crystallite size
gradually decreases with increasing milling time down to 8-10 nm in 3 h milling and then
it remains unchanged for longer milling times (see Fig. 1.9) [30, 31]. Obviously, milling of
a Mg/MgH2 system does not reduce its high hydrogen capacity [32].
As discussed in previous sections, the diffusion of hydrogen can be the rate limiting
step in an absorption-desorption process. By reducing the grain size of Mg/MgH2, the
diffusion can be significantly accelerated, which results in faster kinetics.
During the grain size reduction the total surface to volume ratio drastically increases.
It is extremely important to prevent the formation of the surface passivation layer. In order
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Figure 1.9: Crystallite size in MgH2 powder as a function of the milling time [30]
to avoid oxidation, the BM usually happens under circumspectly cleaned H2 atmosphere.
During milling new active metal surfaces come up, which are very reactive. If there is
any oxygen in the atmosphere, these metal surfaces oxidise immediately. But with milling
under 3-5 bar of H-gas this can be avoided and at the appearing surfaces MgH2 is formed.
Benzene or cyclohexane as additives during milling can serve as reagents to maintain nano-
sized magnesium in a high-degree dispersion [32].
Cycling experiments show that after 1000 hydrogen absorption-desorption cycles at 300
oC the crystallites grow from an initial 20 to 80 nm in diameter [33], while the absorption
time becomes 15 times longer. The changes in the sample microstructure at low temper-
atures can be attributed to the relaxation and annealing of defects, while those at high
temperatures to grain growth [34].
1.5.2 Catalysts
Beside the size reduction, there are other possibilities to enhance the hydrogen absorption-
desorption kinetics of magnesium. High temperature (above 400K) operating conditions
can drastically decrease the time required for hydrogenation [35, 36, 37], but this restricts
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the applicability. The slow sorption kinetics at lower temperatures are mainly due to
the low dissociation ability of hydrogen gas molecules on the metallic Mg surface. The
probability of the absorption of a H2-molecule on the Mg-surface is only 10
−6 [38]. To
overcome this problem, catalysts can be added to magnesium.
In the past, Pd, Ni and Fe were used to enhance H2-dissociation at the surface [35,
39, 40]. For microcrystalline magnesium the catalytic acceleration of V and Ti was also
demonstrated [41]. Lately, the transition metals as catalysts are in the focus of investiga-
tions [42, 43]. Whatever kind of material used, it is important to choose a catalyst which is
chemically more stable than MgO, otherwise the reduction of metal-oxide and the forma-
tion of MgO happens. The upcoming magnesium oxide irreversibly reduces the capacity
and acts as a strong SPL.
Figure 1.10: Hydrogen absorption curves at 300oC. MgH2 with a) CuO; b) Mn2O3; c)
Cr2O3; d) Fe3O4; e) V2O5 [44]
The catalytic effect of different metal oxides are compared by Bormann et al in details
[44]. In Figures 1.10 and 1.11 the absorption and desorption curves of MgH2 with 5mole%
of CuO, Mn2O3, Cr2O3, Fe3O4 and V2O5 are presented and compared to pure nano-sized
MgH2. As can be seen, the addition of metal oxides leads to a notable enhancement of
both absorption and desorption kinetics. The absorption takes place in 1-2 minutes, while
the desorption needs 3-5 min.
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Figure 1.11: Hydrogen desorption curves at 300oC.MgH2 with a) CuO; b) Mn2O3; c)
Cr2O3; d) Fe3O4; e) V2O5 [44]
The measured desorption rates of different MgH2/MeO-systems are summarised in
Figure 1.12. While the addition of CuO, Al2O3, Sc2O3 and SiO2 causes only a little
change in the desorption rate in comparison to pure nanocrystalline MgH2, oxides of the
transition metals Ti, V, Cr, Mn and Fe lead to significantly enhanced hydrogen sorption
kinetics. The highest desorption rates, according to this study, are achieved by the addition
of Fe3O4 and V2O5. In later studies, as a completion of these results, the outstanding
effect of Nb2O5 was pointed out [45, 46]. At 300
oC, absorption and desorption of 7 wt.%
of hydrogen are facilitated in 60 and 90 s, respectively.
Some recent studies showed outstanding catalytic properties in case of transition metal
and Fe fluorides as well [47, 48]. FeF3-containing MgH2 powder exhibits the fastest H-
sorption kinetics known to date in MgH2-based powders at 300
oC [49].
It is yet not totally clear, what is the chemical and physical effect of these metal-oxide
catalyst, why they enhance the sorption processes so much. From the different catalytic
activities of the investigated oxides some clues can be drawn. The metal oxides can be
divided into two groups. The first group consists of oxides of transition metals (Ti, V, Cr,
Mn, Fe and Cu) , in which the metal oxide can have different valences. The second group
are the oxides Al2O3, SiO2 and Sc2O3, in which the metal atom has only a single valence
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Figure 1.12: Desorption rates of MgH2 with different oxide catalysts at 300
oC in com-
parison to pure nanocrystalline MgH2. [44]
state. Since only the oxides of the first group have considerable catalytic effect, the ability
of the metal atom to take different electric states could play an important role with respect
to the kinetics of the solid-gas reaction [46, 50].
To further understand the catalytic reactions, Oelerich et al. [50] investigated nanocrys-
talline MgH2 with additions of V2O5, V N , V C and V . The hydrogen absorption and
desorption rates were determined in order to compare the effect of additions. The results
showed a significant enhancement of hydrogen reaction kinetics only for V2O5, V N and
V C, while the influence of high-purity V was negligible. The local electronic structure of
the catalyst is important. Before dissociation of H-molecules, hydrogen has to be absorbed
at the surface of the catalyst by electron exchange reactions. This may explain the ex-
cellent catalytic activity of transition metal oxides, if the metal atom can adopt several
valence states. However, the fast sorption kinetics of nanocrystalline MgH2 / metal oxide
systems may also originate from the very high defect density introduced at the surface of
the metal oxide particles during high-energy ball milling.
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1.6 Mechanisms of metal hydride formation
During the absorption of hydrogen in a metal or alloy many reaction steps takes place
and may hinder kinetically the hydrogen-storing system to reach its thermodynamical
equilibrium within a reasonable time. The reaction rate, i.e. the change of hydrogen
content per second of a metal-hydrogen system is a function of pressure and temperature.
The absorption process can be divided into two main parts, the initial part and the main
hydriding stage. The initial stage is associated with the ’incubation’ period, consisiting
of two parts, the initial surface and the initial hydriding stages. The main reaction stage
occurs, when the hydride nuclei formed on the surface overlap to form a continuous hydride
layer. The reaction kinetics then changes into the ’shrinking core’ function [51].
1.6.1 Initial surface stage
The first step of all metal-hydrogen reaction is the mass transport of hydrogen mole-
cules onto the solid-gas interface, then the dissociation of the molecules on the surface
(chemisorption) at special dissociation sites, possible migration to such sites, and penetra-
tion of hydrogen atoms through the surface into the bulk metal [52]. At the end of this
process, the hydrogen atoms are dissolved in the bulk metal, near to the solid-gas interface
[9].
Most hydride-forming metals and alloys are normally covered with a surface passivation
layer (SPL). This layer consists of a combination of the metal-oxides, hydroxides, carbon-
oxygen compounds and water [53]. It is almost impossible to get rid of this passivation
layer. During producing and processing of the material it is exposed to unwanted contact
with air and impurities in the hydrogen gas (e.g. oxygen, vapour) also contributing to the
evolution of the SPL.
However, the initial surface steps of the hydriding reaction are difficult to measure
directly, some important information can be obtained indirectly. For example, in case of
LaNi5, the use of surface analysis has revealed the presence of metallic Ni clusters on the
reactive surface which can serve as dissociation sites for molecular hydrogen, accounting
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for the easy activation of this compound [54]. With using a deposition of a monolayer of
different metals (Pd,Pt or Ni) on their external surface, the enhancement of the hydrogen
absorption ability was experienced, proving the important role of these metal surfaces [55].
Other surface modifications, affecting the hydrogen uptake rates, are the ball milling of
metal powders under hydrogen [56], the addition of catalytic agent [44], and the surface
treatment using chemical solution and ion implantation [57].
While the presence of high electron affinity metals on the sample surface enhances the
hydrogen absorption rate, the SPL reduces the uptake rate. It acts as a diffusion barrier for
hydrogen penetration and also affects the density of dissociation centres for H2 molecules.
Increasing the thickness of the oxide layer raises the hydriding incubation time. This effect
was clearly shown in case of Zr and Ti[58]. Heat treatment in vacuum may induce solution
of the SPL into the bulk metal and an appearance of clean metal on the surface, thus
enhancing the initial hydriding steps and shortening the incubation time. This solution
into the bulk metal was proved in Ti and Zr [58, 59].
The presence of gaseous impurities in the reacting hydrogen atmosphere can also prevent
hydrogen molecules from entering the SPL. This is the already mentioned ’poisoning’ effect.
Generally, sulfur-containing gaseous compounds like SO2 , H2S and CH3SH are very
effective poisoning agents [60]. The exact mechanism of the poisoning effect is unclear
yet, the rate-determining step during a poisoned hydridization is probably related to the
interaction of the impurity gas with the hydrogen absorption and dissociation processes.
1.6.2 Initial hydride precipitation
The first hydride nuclei usually appear at the locations of the highest hydrogen concentra-
tion and lowest activation energy for nucleation. Evidently, the surface is such a favourable
location. The exact nucleation location may be related to the presence of dislocations or
to local properties of the SPL, but other bulk discontinuities, like grain boundaries and
defects can also provide such preferred conditions [61].
Most hydride-forming intermetallics are brittle. Usually, due to the lower density dif-
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ference between the hydride and the parent alloy strain fields appear during the hydride
formation, resulting in the cracking of the alloy [62, 63]. In some cases when the volume
change associated with metal ⇔ metalhydride transformation is significant, the mechanical
disintegration may start with cleaving of shells or formless chips until individual, micron
size particles are formed (see Fig. 1.13).
Figure 1.13: SEM micrographs of brittle particles disintegrating by separation of outer
layers for T iFe0.6Ni0.4 [62]
In case of pure metals the hydride precipitation, which initiates at the surface, does
not induce the cracking and particulation of the sample. Since metals are more ductile,
they usually suffer no cracking during the initial hydriding process, like the more brittle
intermetallics.
Most of the kinetic studies are made on powder materials, which consist of relatively
small particles (around 1 μm). A useful technique to study the cracking is the detection of
acoustic emission during the hydriding. The visually observed macrocracks are preceded
by many microcracks which can be acoustically detected [64].
As mentioned above, usually the hydride nuclei initially precipitate below the intact
SPL. As the nuclei grow, the strain induced by the hydride expansion causes the fracture
of the passivation layer exposing a fresh hydride surface. The point at which the cracking
of SPL occurs may depend on the pressure, temperature and the mechanical properties of
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the surface. The refinement of the SPL during the first absorption-desorption process and
the activation of newly appeared nucleation sites are called the ’activation’ of the sample
[9]. Cycling in pure hydrogen, when there is no chance of oxidation and thus formation of
new SPL, results in powder with enhanced kinetics compared to the original one.
The geometrical shape of the growing nucleus is controlled by the degree of isotropy in
the velocity of the hydride reaction front. The bulk velocity component, Ub, is perpendicu-
lar to the surface and may differ from the lateral velocity component, Us, which is parallel
to the surface. Usually the growth of the nuclei is approximately isotropic producing
near-spherical patterns. During the growth process the motion of the reaction interface is
repeatedly interrupted. This step-like behaviour originates from the increasing stress field
which is periodically relieved [65, 66].
Hydride nucleation follows the hydrogen concentration gradient in metal. Normally,
hydrogen accumulates just below the SPL where nucleation usually starts. The rate at
which hydrogen is accumulating under the SPL is equal to the difference between the flux
of hydrogen penetrating through the SPL and that diffusing from the interface region into
bulk metal. Since both the hydrogen diffusion rate and the hydrogen solubility in the metal
phase increase exponentially with temperature [67, 68], for higher temperatures lower gra-
dients of hydrogen concentration develop from the surface into the bulk. So reaching a
supersaturation of hydrogen sufficient for nucleation in the vicinity of the surface may be
slowed down. As a result, nucleation is preferred not only at the surface region but also
along paths of higher diffusion rate. At grain boundaries, as an example, hydride develop-
ment resulting from fast diffusion routes was observed [69].
The contribution of the near surface kinetic effects increases for higher surface to bulk
ratios. Powder samples are an extreme example of a very high surface to bulk ratio. Hence,
the hydriding mechanism for powders may be totally different from bulk materials.
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1.6.3 The main reaction stage
If the growing hydride nuclei overlap on the surface to form a continuous hydride layer, the
intrinsic kinetic parameters are no longer the nucleation and growth parameters. The main
kinetic parameter is the bulk front velocity, Ub [9]. This model is based on the assumption
that the hydride layer moves continuously towards the center of the grain and the residual
metal phase is shrinking with time until the total transformation takes place [51]. In some
cases this simple description is an over-simplified approach. For example, if there is strong
cracking (the hydride is too brittle), the hydride is repeatedly nucleated and growing on the
freshly exposed surfaces. Such heavily cracked surfaces were observed on hydrided FeT i
particles [70]. Hydrogen transport and hydride nucleation are sometimes preferred along
defects and grain boundaries, this leads to the formation of hydride layers along these sites.
Thus, it is irrelevant to speak of formation of a hydride front in these cases.
Figure 1.14: A schematic description of composition and hydrogen concentration
The hydrogen concentration distribution is schematically shown in Figure 1.14. The
regions observed in the more general case are (from inside to outside): the parent metal,
a solid state solution of hydrogen in it, the hydride (sometimes there is an other region
too, when both MH and MH2 type hydrides appear) and the surface. The concentration
of hydrogen is high near to the surface, low inside the bulk metal and changes continu-
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ously between them. At a specific point, where the concentration reaches a critical value
(Ccrit), the metal transforms into hydride. Evidently this hydride formation starts at the
surface,where the concentration is the highest. As soon as the hydride appears, the hydro-
gen must diffuses through the hydride to penetrate into the metal-hydride interface. The
transformed front moves as the concentration is locally high enough to form hydride. The
reaction goes on until the whole metal becomes hydride. It is easy to see the important
role of diffusion in the process.
The overall kinetic curve is usually presented by the reaction fraction, α(t). The overall
kinetics can be measured using thermogravimetric or volumetric techniques. In fact, any
measurable physical property, which is sufficiently different for the metal compared with
the hydride, can serve to measure the absorption rate. Evaluating the intrinsic kinetic
parameters from the overall kinetic curve gives information concerning the morphology of
the sample and the hydride front velocity, Ub. For contracting envelope-type morphology
in samples of a well defined geometry (a sphere, a wire or a foil), simple analytical functions






where ai are constants related to the shape and initial dimensions of the reacting sample,










examination of the X vs. time curve can show whether Ub is accelerating, decelerating
or time independent. For reactions controlled by diffusion through an adherent growing
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layer the velocity decelerates with time [51]. Models based on different rate controlling
mechanisms are discussed in details in section 1.7.
1.6.4 The rate-controlling mechanisms
As mentioned above, Ub may be either constant or time-dependent. Obviously, a decel-
erating front velocity can be attributed to a diffusion-controlled rate-limiting step. For a
time-independent front velocity the rate limiting process may be [51]:
• A surface-related process (such as dissociation, surface penetration, etc.).
• A transport (diffusion controlled) process through a protective hydride film, with
constant effective thickness.
• An interface-related process at either the metal-hydride or the possible higher-lower
hydride phases. The interface-controlled process may be either the injection of hy-
drogen atoms through the interface barrier or the solid-state phase transformation.
The identification of the rate-limiting step is the main objective of research on the
hydriding mechanism and of the planning of new desirable hydriding alloys. There are two
general ways which may substantiate the validity of a specific mechanism [51]:
• A comprehensive analysis of a pressure-temperature dependence of the hydride-front
velocity and its comparison to model predictions.
• Studying the effect of selected physical, chemical and metallurgical properties of the
reacting metal and its hydrides.
The temperature dependence of the constant hydride-front velocity often obeys an
Arrhenius law over a wide temperature range. Deviations are observed for relatively high
temperatures and may be either due to a change in the controlling mechanism or due to
changes in the physical properties of the reacting system. The hydriding process, in case of
higher activation energies (around 100 kJ/mol), was found to be controlled by the diffusion
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of hydrogen through the product hydride layer [72, 73, 74]. Whilst, when the activation
energies are around 30-40 kJ/mol, the rate limiting step is usually identified to be located
at the metal-hydride interface [9, 75].
When the rate-limiting step is located at the metal-hydride interface it is expected that
the hydride-front velocity will be more sensitive to the structure, composition and other
metallurgical properties (such as microstrains) of the parent alloy. Only the linear rate
constant, which is related to the interface-controlled reaction, was found to be orientation
dependent, whereas the diffusion-related rate constant was independent of the orientation.
It was discussed that Us (surface front velocity) and Ub (bulk velocity) may be different
and may be associated with totally different mechanisms. The surface front velocities are
faster than the corresponding bulk velocities. For uranium and gadolinium there is also a
difference in the Arrhenius plots of Us and Ub, which points to different mechanisms for
U [66]. All these differences are probably related to the different properties of the surface
and the bulk such as transport properties or stress relieve during the hydride growth.
There is an implication of the Us/Ub velocity ratio for the topology controlled chemistry
of the hydriding reaction. For Us/Ub ≥ 1, the stage is characterized by a relatively thin
layer, leading to a contracting envelope morphology. For Us/Ub ≤ 1, the hydride nuclei
starting on the sample surface tend to penetrate into the bulk in the form of spherical pits.
In such a pitting attack there is a higher probability of the hydride front advancing into
the bulk along preferred paths, thus forming asymmetric hydride progress inside the bulk
sample [66]. It is obvious that such a mechanism can not be analyzed according to the
contracting envelope equations.
1.6.5 Summary of hydride formation
Hydriding reactions involve a sequence of elementary steps, starting at the gas-surface
region, continuing by some solid-state transport processes, and ending at the hydride-phase
precipitation in the metal. The rate of the overall hydriding reactions may be determined
by each of these steps, depending on the properties of the system. The hydriding reaction is
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divided into three distinct stages, namely, the preliminary surface stages, the initial hydride
nucleation and growth, and the main massive hydriding. The following main conclusions
can be derived [9].
• The characteristics of the hydride nucleation at the early reaction stages are drasti-
cally influenced by the absorption and transport properties of the SPL. A wide variety
of factors can affect the ability of the hydrogen gas molecules to cross the SPL and
reach the solid metal. Such as: modifications of the solid surface structure using
mechanical milling, chemical or heat treatments and ion implantation; changing the
thickness of the SPL; poisoning the gas phase with oxidising impurities.
• Preheating activation is a necessary process before any kinetic measurement. This
activation is associated with the cracking and dissolution of the SPL.
• For brittle compounds, early particulation may occur, making the direct probing of
the surface nucleation and growth difficult.
• The surface nucleation and growth rates of hydrides is a complex phenomenon. In
some cases it involves more than one type of nuclei, which differ in their characteristic
nucleation rates and growth velocities.
• A function describing the nucleation rate, dN/dt, has a definite maximum. A finite
number of preferred nucleation sites is available.
• The growth process of hydride nuclei on the surface is, in many cases, quite isotropic
for polycrystalline materials. So the average surface growth velocity, Us, may be
evaluated under given P-T conditions.
• For the main massive hydriding stage, which follows the initial nucleation and growth,
different geometries of the hydride phase progression can be identified. The specific
topochemical forms are determined by the type of system and by the experimental
conditions.
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• Most of the kinetic studies involve contracting envelope progression of the hydride
product layer on samples with well-defined geometrical shapes. The P-T dependence
of the intrinsic kinetic parameters may point to a possible controlling mechanism.
• The velocity of the hydride product layer, Ub, can be obtained for any contracting en-
velope morphology. For a rate-controlling transport of hydrogen through a thickening
product layer Ub is time dependent and proportional to t
−1/2
• If Ub is constant during the massive reaction stage under steady-state conditions the
rate-controlling step is located either at the metal-hydride interface or at the product
layer surface or as a transport process through a product layer with a constant
thickness.
• The apparent activation energies for Ub are correlated with the chemical nature of
reacting metals.
1.7 The absorption-desorption kinetics
The applicability of a hydrogen storage system is highly dependent on the kinetic pa-
rameters (rate and time of full desorption and absorption). The identification of the rate
controlling mechanism gives the possibility to understand and thus to improve the kinetic
properties.
A Pressure-Composition-Time (PCT) measurement records the change in the reacted
fraction (α) in time (section 2.3). As hydride formation is a many step process, the reaction
rate is dependent on many individual parameters. Since there are too many parameters
describing the hydride formation, hence usually three different approximates are applied
to model the measured α(t) functions [71].
The surface controlled process (SC) is based on the assumption that the slowest step
of the reaction is the chemisorption. In case of the contracting volume model (CV) the
main assumption is that the initial nucleation on the surface is fast compared to the overall
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growth kinetics and the nucleation zone is thin compared to the particle diameter. The
third model, the Johnson-Mehl-Avrami (JMA), applies to cases where the nucleation and
growth of the new phase begins randomly in the bulk and at the surface. From fitting the
measured α functions to the model predicted ones, the rate control mechanisms can be
determined.
In general, it is assumed that α (defined by Eq. 1.5) depends on time (t), the average
radius of the powder particles (R) and on the mechanism, controlling the absorption process
(m):
α = αm(t, R). (1.8)
Hereafter, spherical particles are assumed to be involved in the processes, but the extension
of the following models can be performed for ellipsoidal particles as well.
1.7.1 Surface controlled absorption
As mentioned above the surface controlled model assumes that the slowest step of the
reaction is the chemisorption, e.g. dissociation or recombination of hydrogen molecules on
the surface of the particles. This results in a constant number of available hydrogen atoms,
and it is assumed that the diffusion of these atoms are fast. In this case the transformed
fraction depends linearly on time because the number of available hydrogen atoms is steady
in time, so the transformed volume is constant [71]. Using kSC as the reaction constant,
the equation corresponding to this model is
αSC(t) = kSCt. (1.9)
Figure 1.15a shows the αSC(t) single-particle reacted fraction curve. In case of a surface
controlled mechanism the possible solution to enhance the kinetics is to extend the number
of places where chemisorption can happen. This can be achieved by cracking the surface
passivation layer or by adding catalysts to raise the number of the possible active hydrogen
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Figure 1.15: Single-particle reacted fraction curves obtained for a) SC, b) CV and c)
JMA type of sorption processes according to eqs. 1.9, 1.10 and 1.15, respectively
dissociation/recombination sites.
1.7.2 Contracting volume model
If the nucleation starts at the surface of the particle and growth continues from the surface
into the bulk, the contracting volume model is used. The analytical model assumes that
a thin layer of transformed phase on the surface of the particle already exists (see section
1.6). Henceforth the main assumption of this model is that this initial nucleation on the
surface is fast compared to the overall growth kinetics and the nucleation zone is thin
compared to particle diameter (see Fig 1.16a). In cases when hydrogen diffusion is not
rate-limiting, growth of the new phase occurs with a constant interface velocity [76]. The
kinetics can be described by
αCV (t) = 1− (1− kCV t)
n, (1.10)
where n depends on the dimensionality of the growth, with n = 3 for three-dimensional
and n = 2 for two-dimensional growth. The latter case applies to a transformation of a
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cylinder-shape volume or to situations where one dimension is kinetically restricted. See
Figure 1.15b for the single-particle reacted fraction curve of a CV type sorption. kCV is






(a) CV 2D growth (b) JMA 3D growth
Figure 1.16: Schematic picture of phase growth according to (a) CV and (b) JMA models.
The dark areas represent the transformed phase
The other possible type of kinetics for the CV case is that of a decelerating velocity,
controlled by the diffusion of gas atoms through the thickening product layer. The kinetic
function is then given by the Carter-Valensi expression [77, 78]






where ε is the product-to-reactant volume ratio and kD is a diffusion related constant. It
is possible to simplify Eq. 1.12 for cases where ε → 1 (i.e. where the volume change








If the diffusion is the rate limiting step, the way to improve the kinetics is to shorten
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the diffusion distances by reducing the particle size to smaller ranges.
1.7.3 The JMA model
The JMA model applies to cases where the nucleation and growth of the new phase begins
randomly in the bulk and at the surface (see Fig. 1.16b). The rate limiting step is again the
constant velocity of the metal-hydride interface, but the nucleation does not start at the
surfaces only. The Johnson-Mehl-Avrami model is sometimes denoted also as RNG model,
because of the Random Nucleation and Growth of the hydride phases. The equation, which
corresponds to the JMA model is [79]:
(−ln(1− α))1/n = kJMAt, (1.14)
where n is depends again on the dimensionality of the growth, just as in case of CV model.
Note, that the equation is only valid if the nucleation rate is not time dependent. From eq
1.14 the reacted fraction can be calculated as:
α(t) = 1− ekJMAt
n
. (1.15)
The reaction constant (kJMA) is
kJMA = KgN0U
n, (1.16)
where Kg is a constant which is dependent on the geometrical shape of the growing nuclei
(e.g. 4
3
π for spheres), N0 is the number of available nucleation sites per unit volume and
U is the growth velocity of a growing nuclei [71]. Figure 1.15c shows the single-particle
reacted fraction curve of a JMA type reaction. If the RNG controls the rate of the sorption,




In this chapter the features of sample synthesis and characterization will be summarized.
Magnesium hydride powders were produced under various conditions in different types
of ball mill. To characterize the microstructural properties of the powders, different ex-
perimental methods, i.e. Scanning Electron Microscopy and X-Ray powder diffraction
techniques were applied. The capacity and the sorption kinetics of the powders were
characterized by a Sievert-type PCT (Pressure Composition Time) analysis system and
thermogravimetric measurements, respectively.
2.1 Ball Milling
One of the most widely used techniques to produce high quantity nano-powders is ball-
milling (BM) [80]. High energy ball milling of powder particles as a method for nano mate-
rials synthesis produces nanostructured materials not by cluster assembly but by structural
decomposition of coarse-grained structures as the result of severe plastic deformation.
In the initial stage of milling, a fast decrease of grain size occurs which slows down
after extended milling. Once the minimum steady state grain size is reached, further
refinement stops. Initially the kinetic energy transfer leads to the production of an array
of dislocations. At a certain strain level, these dislocations annihilate and recombine to
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form small angle grain boundaries separating the individual grains. Thus sub grains are
formed with reduced grain size. During further milling, this process extends throughout
the entire sample. The local temperature developed due to ball collisions limits the grain
size reduction.
A variety of different types of ball mills have been used for the mechanical processing
of powders, including vibratory mills, attritors and planetary mills. The most common
ball mills used for experimental studies are vibratory mills. The grinding is carried out by
the pounding or rolling of a charge of steel or ceramic balls carried within the cylinder.
In a vibratory mill the cylinder vibrates and the ball hits the powder (see Fig.2.1a). The
vial contains typically 1-10 g of powder and 50-1000 g of grinding ball(s) and vibrates at
a frequency and amplitude of approximately 20-50 Hz and 10-50 mm, respectively.
a) b)
Figure 2.1: Schematic view of a a) vibratory and a b) planetary type ball mill
In a planetary type mill the cylinder rotates at a relatively slow speed, allowing the
balls to cascade through the mill base, thus grinding the materials (see Fig. 2.1b). The
diameter of the grinding balls is much smaller than in vibratory mills (5-10 mm) and the
powder-to-ball weight ratio is much larger. (∼1:5-50)
Attritor mills are widely used for ultrafine grinding of ceramics and industrial minerals.
Milling occurs in a stationary container filled up with grinding balls which are mixed by
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impellers attached to a vertical drive axis. These mills produce materials in industrial
scales, thus for research not used.
In this work, a vibratory type mill, constructed at Eötvös University, was applied to
synthesise the nano-structured hydride powders from commercial polycrystalline MgH2
powder. To protect the sample powders against oxidation we milled under hydrogen at-
mosphere. Some samples series were produced in a planetary type mill by our project
partners in Geesthacht, Germany.
2.2 Thermogravimetry
ThermoGravimetry (TG), also known as Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA), is one of
the oldest thermal analytical procedures. It is based on continuous recording of mass
changes of a sample of material, as a function time. During the measurement a sample of
material (around from 10-20 mg ) is placed on an arm of a recording microbalance, that are
placed in a furnace. The furnace temperature is controlled by a temperature/time profile.
The gaseous environment of the sample chamber can be: ambient air, vacuum, inert gas,
oxidizing/reducing gases, corrosive gases, etc. In our experiments purified and de-hydrated
argon atmosphere was applied to prevent any oxidation at high temperature. A schematic
view of the applied Setaram TG-DTA 92 B TGA is shown in Figure 2.2
In the case of a typical TG measurement, the weight capacity can be determined, if
the initial mass is known. In principal, when measuring magnesium hydride, the loss of
weight during the heating up is related to the hydrogen emission and possible oxidation.
The hydride continuously transforms into metal, while hydrogen is released, thus the mass
of the sample decreases. The hydrogen desorption temperature (Tdes,inf ) is defined as the
maximum rate of H-release and can be associated with the inflection point of the weight
loss curve. The activation energy (Eact) of the desorption process can be determined, using
the Kissinger-method by measuring the weight loss at different heating rates β [81]. From
the slope of the Kissinger plot, where the logarithm of β/T 2des,inf is plotted as a function
of 1/Tdes,inf , the activation energy of the dehydrogenation process can be determined.
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Figure 2.2: Schemativ view of a TGA system
2.3 PCT device
The PCT, also known as Sieverts-type apparatus, is a useful technique to study the gas
storage properties of powders. It consists of a reactor with calibrated volume and temper-
ature controlled, a vacuum system, a pressure monitor system, valves and the source of
hydrogen. The schematic illustration of a PCT device is presented in Fig. 2.3. The powder
sample of 50-100 mg is placed inside the sample chamber. During an absorption measure-
ment the whole volume is filled up with hydrogen. As the powder absorbs hydrogen, the
pressure decrease is monitored by a manometer. The desorption starts in vacuum, and the
pressure continuously increases as the sample dehydrogenates.
The results presented in this thesis were measured by a home-made PCT device oper-
ating at the Department of Chemistry, Sofia University, Bulgaria. A vacuum pump and a














Figure 2.3: The scheme of a PCT device
hydrogen gas bottle were connected via valves to the measurement chamber. The temper-
ature of the sample chamber can be regulated in the range of 300-800 K, with an accuracy
of ±0.5K. The maximum pressure is 80 bar measured with an accuracy of 0.001 bar. In
order to achieve the desired accuracy both at low and at high pressure, two manometers
with different working ranges were connected to the system. The device is semi-automatic,
initial pressure and temperature must be adjusted manually, while the pressure vs. time
data are collected automatically by a computer.
The absorbed or desorbed hydrogen quantity is calculated using the universal ideal
gas-law
PV = nRT, (2.1)
where P is the gas pressure, V is the gas volume,n is the number of moles of gas, T
absolute temperature and R is the universal gas constant. Before beginning of absorption
or desorption the relation between pressure and number of moles can be described as:
PbV = nbRT, (2.2)
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After sorption we have:
PaV = naRT, (2.3)
where Pb > Pa for absorption and Pb < Pa for desorption. The difference between (2.2)
and (2.3) is:




where ΔP = Pb − Pa.
The mass of the absorbed or desorbed hydrogen can be calculated using molecular mass





2.4 Scanning Electron Microscopy
The scanning electron microscope (SEM) is a type of electron microscope that creates
various images by focusing a high energy beam of electrons onto the surface of a sample and
detecting signals from the interaction of the incident electrons with the sample’s surface (see
Fig. 2.4). The type of signals gathered in a SEM vary and can include secondary electrons,
characteristic x-rays, and back scattered electrons. In the most common detection mode
secondary electrons are used for imaging. Back-scattered electrons are beam electrons that
are reflected from the sample by elastic scattering. They are often used in analytical SEM
along with the spectra made from the characteristic x-rays. Because the intensity of the
back-scattered electron signal is strongly related to the atomic number of the specimen,
these images can provide information about the distribution of different elements in the
sample.
The morphology of MgH2 powders was monitored by a JEOL 5510 type Scanning
Electron Microscopy. Since hydride particles are bad conductors, vapour deposition of a
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Figure 2.4: Schematic view of a Scanning Electron Microscope
thin conductive layer (gold) on the sample surface was necessary in order to prevent the
overcharging of the sample.
The metal-oxide catalysts have much larger atomic number compared to the magne-
sium, resulting in different contrast on the SEM images, thus it was possible to differentiate
the catalyst and hydride particles.
The particle size histograms were constructed by using an image processing program
(J-Image) ([82]) by assigning a maximum diameter to each particle.
2.5 X-Ray measurements
X-ray diffraction (XRD) involves the scattering of X-rays from a single crystal. At its most
basic level, X-ray crystallography is useful in identifying known materials and characteriz-
ing new ones.
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There are methods that involve X-ray diffraction from polycrystalline materials, such
as powders of small crystals studied by X-ray powder diffraction. The basics of diffraction
is given by the Bragg equation
2d sin(θ) = nλ, (2.6)
where d is the spacing between the planes in the atomic lattice, θ is the angle between the
incident ray and the scattering planes, n is an integer and λ is the wavelength of X-Ray.
Powder diffraction data are usually presented as a diffractogram in which the diffracted
intensity is shown as function either of the scattering angle (θ) or as a function of the
scattering vector (k). The analysis of the diffraction maximums gives information on the
crystal structure and lattice parameters.
The diffractograms of the magnesium and magnesium hydride powders were determined
by X-ray powder diffraction with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 0.15418 nm) and pyrolithic graphite
secondary monochromator on a Philips X’Pert powder diffractometer in θ − 2θ geometry.
Schematic diagram of an X-Ray Powder Diffractometer is shown in Figure 2.5
Figure 2.5: Schematic view of a X-Ray Powder Diffractometer (image from PANalytical)
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2.5.1 The X-Ray evaluation method
X-ray diffraction peak profile analysis is a powerful method for determining the microstruc-
tural properties of ultrafine-grained materials. The effects of crystallite size and lattice
strain on peak broadening can be separated on the basis of their different diffraction or-
der dependence. The standard methods of X-ray diffraction profile analysis, like Scherrer
[83] and Williamson-Hall methods [84] are based on the full width at half-maximum, the
integral breadths and other on the Fourier coefficients of the profiles provide the apparent
crystallite size and the mean-square of lattice strains [85, 86].
Ungár et al. have developed the Convolutional Multiple Whole Profile (CMWP) fitting
procedure as for the determination of crystalline size distribution and lattice defects of
the analyzed materials [87]. By using the appropriate instrumental diffraction pattern, the
procedure can be used in a straightforward manner, either when the data are collected with
monochromatic or with conventional Kα doublet radiation. In this model, it is assumed














where σ is the variance and m is the median of the distribution. m gives relevant infor-
mation on the average size, while the variance refers to the homogeneity of the powder
size distribution. In the CMWP evaluation, the whole measured diffraction pattern is
fitted directly by the sum of background, theoretically constructed profile functions and
measured instrumental profiles. These profile functions are calculated for each reflection
as the inverse Fourier transform of the product of the theoretically well-established size
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where L is the Fourier length, AS are the size Fourier coefficients, AD are the strain Fourier
coefficients and AI are the Fourier coefficients of the measured instrumental profiles. ρ
(average dislocation density), Re (effective outer cut-off radius of dislocations), C (average
dislocation contrast factor [88]) and b (Burgers vector) are the strain parameters. The size










The background can be determined as a spline going through intensity values defined inter-
actively by the user. The fitting procedure provides both the size and strain parameters,
with m and σ the average grain size can also be determined:
〈D〉 = m exp(2.5σ2). (2.10)
In this thesis we will focus on the parameters only of ASL(m,σ), since the variables of
the ADL (ρ,Re, C, b) function have slight physical information in the case of a tetragonal
phase.
Chapter 3
Hydrogen storage of pure
nanocrystalline MgH2
Nanoscale magnesium hydride possesses size dependent hydrogen storage properties, for
example hydriding kinetics, desorption temperature maximum storage capacity and cyclic
lifetime [32]. The powder particle size and morphology seem to have significant effect on
the sorption kinetics [32, 33]; however, all the details are not revealed. The aim of this
chapter is to set some correlation between the microstructure and the hydrogen sorption
properties e.g. kinetics of ball-milled magnesium hydride powder. The microstructural
evolution during fully cycled and partial sorption states was also monitored giving detailed
information on the hydriding mechanism of this system.
In the first part of the chapter the synthesis of ball-milled nanocrystalline magne-
sium hydride is presented. The two important morphological parameters characterizing
ball-milled powders, particle and grain size, are studied. The particle size measurement
were carried by Scanning Electron Microscopy and the images were analyzed to obtain
size histograms. The crystalline structure was characterized by powder diffraction and
was evaluated by the Convolutional Multiple Whole Profile analysis (section 2.5.1). The
hydriding properties were studied by PTC measurements (sections 2.3).
Section 3.3 of this chapter deals the microstructural development after full absorption
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and desorption cycling. Additionally, intermediate steps of a hydrogenation and dehy-
drogenation processes were also quantified. In section 3.4 we give an extension of the
conventional hydriding models to obtain a better description of hydrogen uptake.
3.1 Characterization of commercial polycrystalline
magnesium hydride
Figure 3.1a presents the XRD pattern of the as received polycrystalline MgH2 (poly-
MgH2) characterized by the Bragg peaks of stable tetragonal β−MgH2 accompanied with
a negligible amount of metastable orthorhombic γ −MgH2 phase. Accordingly, hereafter
the notation MgH2 will refer to the beta phase only. The Bragg-peaks of the hydride
powder are narrow, indicating a micron-sized average crystalline size.


























Figure 3.1: XRD patterns of a) poly-MgH2 milled for b) 2 and c) 10 hours.
The SEM micrograph of the poly-MgH2 powder is characterized by flat, slate-like par-
ticles of considerable different size (see Fig. 3.2a). As seen, the individual particles are
intact and compact, lacking any visible cracks, which are responsible for enhanced hydro-
gen diffusion. The surface is flat, only some minor contamination can act as a hydrogen
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Figure 3.2: SEM image of a) poly-MgH2 and b) the corresponding particle size histogram
chemisorption place. The corresponding particle size histogram (see Fig. 3.2b) obeys
log-normal distribution with an average particle size of mSEM = 10.1μm
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3.2 Synthesis and characterization of nanocrystalline
magnesium hydride [S1]
In order to obtain nano-structured material, the poly-MgH2 powder was ball-milled in the
vibratory mill under hydrogen atmosphere of 5 bar for 2 and 10 hours, respectively. We
found that milling under hydrogen atmosphere - instead of argon - prevents the decompo-
sition of MgH2 into pure magnesium and hydrogen. On a side note, it is important to keep
the powder in hydrogenated state since fine magnesium powder is extremely flammable.
As an effect of ball milling significant line-broadening of the tetragonal MgH2 peaks oc-
cur on the XRD patterns indicating a drastic grain size refinement (see Figs. 3.1b and 3.1c).
The high pressure γ−MgH2 phase vanishes completely during BM. The MgH2 milled for
10 hours reveals a saturated microstructure, further milling has no any detectable effect.
Hereafter this state will be denoted as nano-MgH2. Therefore this nanocrystalline hydride
powder was studied from kinetic and sorption aspects.
As seen in Figure 3.3a the nano-MgH2 powder exhibits smaller particles, compared to
the poly-MgH2 state. The average particle size decreases to around 1 μm (see Fig. 3.2).
These particles are stuck together, forming larger agglomerates and dominated by cracks
and paths. This structure is more favorable for the chemisorption of H2 and evidently the
required hydrogen diffusion length during a sorption process is much shorter. The corre-
sponding particle size histogram can be well fitted by log-normal function (Fig. 3.3b). The
median of the distribution is mSEM = 0.87μm.
As described in section 2.5.1 the CMWP evaluation process provides the median and
variance of the crystallite size distribution. A typical example of the fitted pattern by the
CMWP method corresponding to the nano-MgH2 powder is shown in Figure 3.4. The
difference plot between the measured and fitted patterns is also given. The median and
variance of the grain size distribution are m = 0.051 and σ = 1.437, respectively. From
these parameters the obtained area averaged grain size is 〈D〉 = 9 nm (see Eq. 2.10).
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Figure 3.3: SEM image of a) nano-MgH2 and b) the corresponding particle size histogram
with a log-normal fit
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Figure 3.4: Measured XRD pattern of the nano-MgH2, the function fitted by the CMWP
method and difference between the measured and fitted data.
3.3 Cycling of nanocrystalline magnesium
hydride [S1,S2]
As described in section 1.3, the ability of absorbing and desorbing hydrogen many times
without significant capacity loss and remarkable decrease of kinetics is an important prop-
erty for common use. The microstructural changes, for example the variation of the particle
and grain size distribution during cycling may effect the kinetic and thermal properties of
the hydriding powder. In this section the effect of cycling number on nano-MgH2 will be
discussed. From scientific point of view, the changes within one full absorption-desorption
cycle are also important. By analyzing the evolution of microstructural parameters during
cycling, the rate controlling mechanisms of dehydrogenation and hydrogenation of MgH2
is concluded.
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3.3.1 The effect of cycling number on the microstructure and
kinetics
The as-milled nano-MgH2 powder was subjected to several full dehydrogenation-hydroge-
nation cycle in the PTC device at T = 300oC. Figure 3.5 presents the XRD patterns of
the nano-MgH2 and the samples treated for different full sorption cycles, ranging from #1
to #6. After the first full cycle the XRD pattern reveals some line sharpening due to a
moderate grain coarsening; however, subsequent cycles have no any visible influence on the
XRD patterns. According to the lack of any detectable capacity loss even after a number
of cycles, the observed MgO phase develops only after the cycling treatment, when the
residual Mg content oxidises in the air during the XRD measurement.
























Figure 3.5: XRD patterns of nano-MgH2 cycled for 0, 1, 3, 4, 6 times
Figure 3.6 summarises the change of median, variance and calculated area averaged
grain size as a function of the number of cycles, evaluated by the CMWP method (see
section 2.5.1). As seen, m increases from the initial value of 0.051 to 1.879 after the first
dehydriding-hydriding, while remains practically constant at around 0.2 after the third
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cycle. σ decreases from 1.437 to 0.972 and saturates, similarly to m, after the third cycle.
The calculated value of 〈D〉 is 9 nm for the nano-MgH2 powder, raises by the factor of two
after the first cycle. Surprisingly, instead of a subsequent coarsening, the grain size shows
a slight decreasing tendency.






























Figure 3.6: Variation of the median (m), variance (σ) and the calculated average grain
size (〈D〉) as a function of cycles
Since the variance itself does not refer directly to the standard deviation of the distri-
bution, thus the original log-normal distribution functions (see Eq. 2.7) were rescaled by






equation. As a result, the relative standard deviations corresponding to the different cy-
cling numbers can be compared. Figure 3.7 shows the rescaled distribution functions of
the different states. Worth mentioning that the information on the grain size after re-
scaling is lost, i.e. the different Lmax values corresponding to the different samples are
not comparable. As seen, the as-milled sample has a large standard deviation, which de-
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Figure 3.7: Rescaled distribution functions corresponding to the different number of
cycles.
creases after the first desorption-absorption, corresponding to a relatively homogeneous
microstructure. Repeated cycling gradually inhomogenises the microstructure, as seen
from the wider rescaled distribution functions. The sample cycled for 6 times has the
widest deviation, even slightly larger than that of the nano-MgH2 powder. Contrary to
the different nanostructures obtained from X-ray line profile analysis, scanning electron
microscopy showed that the morphology and powder particle size remain the same after
repeated hydriding-dehydriding. Figures 3.8a and 3.8b show the SEM image and the cor-
responding particle-size histogram of the nano-MgH2 cycled for 3 times, respectively. The
obtained average particle size is 0.78 μm, which value is similar obtained for nano-MgH2
(see Fig. 3.3), indicating that no coarsening occurs on the micron scale.
As seen in the corresponfing PCT curves obtained at T=300oC, the first desorption pro-
cess, when the activation takes place, needs a longer time (∼80min), while the subsequent
desorptions (N= #2 - #6) are almost identical and need only ∼10 min for completion, indi-
cating only a minor improvement in the desorption process with increasing cycling number
(Figure 3.9a). The shortest time corresponds to the 4th desorption, most probably due to
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Figure 3.8: SEM image of a) nano-MgH2 cycled for 3 times and b) the corresponding
particle size histogram
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some measurement errors.
a)






















































































Figure 3.9: PCT a) desorption and b) absorption curves of nano-MgH2 for the first 6
cycle (Dots represent the states where the sorption was stopped for XRD)
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In contrast with the desorption behaviour, the first absorption curve is almost identical
to the subsequent ones (see Fig. 3.9b), what means that no further activation of the powder
occurs during the absorption interval of the first full cycle.
As depicted in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7, BM of commercial MgH2 for 10 h results in a rel-
atively inhomogeneous grain size distribution with an average grain size of 9 nm, see the
schematic illustration in Fig. 3.10a. The first desorption-absorption cycle changes the
microstructure considerably, the grain size increases from 9 nm to 18 nm, meanwhile the
rescaled distribution becomes narrower (see Fig. 3.10b), in accordance with the decrease
of σ in Fig. 3.6. Subsequent cycling destroys this homogeneity (see Fig. 3.7), while the
average grain size remains almost the same (Fig. 3.10c).
a) b) c)
Figure 3.10: Schematic illustration of the microstructure of the nano-MgH2 powder
cycled for a) 0 ,b) 1 and c) 3-6 times.
According to the thermodynamic model for hydrogenation of metals, in which a co-
herency strain generated by transforming phase (metal ⇔ metal-hydride) results in a
macroscopic thermodynamic barrier [90]. This barrier opposes a continuous transformation
of hydriding-dehydriding inside a grain; however, an abrupt conversion of a metal grain into
a hydride one takes place, i.e. at a certain H pressure the powder agglomerate contains fully
transformed and untransformed grains. It is assumed in this model that the microstructure
lacks any change after cycling, since no grain boundary movement is necessary in order to
complete hydriding. However, the case of desorbed-absorbed nanocrystalline MgH2 is not
that simple, the change of the microstructure was experimentally verified (Fig. 3.6).
Generally, the dehydrogenation of the coherent MgH2 nanoparticles can be ascribed
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by the ”conrtacting volume” (see section 1.6), in which the transformation starts from the
surface and the phase transition front moves into the interior of the grains with time [9].
The velocity is determined by the diffusion of hydrogen. In the beginning, the nuclei in
the as-milled powder precipitate below the surface passivation layer, which consists of a
combination of metal oxide, hydroxide and vapour. As the nuclei grow the strain induced
causes the fracture of this passivation layer, exposing a fresh surface.
However, the above models do not directly predict the observed increase in the grain
size of ball-milled nanocrystalline MgH2 between the as-milled and one times cycled state
(Fig. 3.6). Noteworthy, this coarsening event should not be described by classical growth
theory [91], since during cycling two phase transformations occur:
MgH2 ⇒ Mg +H(gas) ⇒ MgH2 (3.2)
The appearance of the larger MgH2 grains in sample cycled one time (Fig. 3.10b) is due to
the few nucleation sites and the relatively long time of transformation required for the first
full cycle at 573 K, since at the beginning of the activation (first desorption) only a limited
number of nucleation sites play a significant role in the process [71, 9]. As a consequence
of the coarsening, the initial high angle grain boundaries and impurities (i.e. surface oxide
layer, solute Fe atoms from the milling media) do not mean any barriers for the evolution
of MgH2 or Mg. The few number of nucleation sites results in a relatively large distance
among them, thus enables the formation of a more homogeneous microstructure.
Nevertheless, repeated cycling induce a new inhomogeneity in the microstructure, while
the value 〈D〉 is slightly affected by the number of nucleation sites (Figs. 3.10b and 3.10c).
In the case of larger grains created after the first cycle, the moving front does not penetrate
into the centre of the grains during the desorption, since the thicker the newly formed Mg
layer is, the longer time is required for the hydrogen atoms to leave the grain interiors.
Despite, the relative volume fraction of the possible residual MgH2 inclusions have no
any detectable contribution to the maximum capacity obtained by PCT. For example,
an MgH2 inclusion, with a radius of 10 percent of the initial grain, has a 0.1 percent
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contribution to the capacity, since the volume is proportional to the third power of the
radius.
As seen in Figures 3.9a and 3.9b, cycling after activation the desorption occurs on a
considerably shorter time scale. Accordingly, some fraction of the larger (∼20 nm) MgH2
grains in the activated samples have no enough time for the full transformation, resulting
in residual MgH2 inclusions in the Mg grains of the desorbed powder. These inclusions are
responsible for the observed inhomogeneous microstructure of samples cycled for 2-6 times.
Contrary, the longer time required for the activation and the smaller (∼9 nm) grains of the
as-milled sample allow the full transformation of all the MgH2 grains.
Furthermore, in spite of the longer and longer thermal treatment at 300 oC, samples
cycled for 2-6 times exhibit similar microstructure (Figs. 3.6 and 3.7). According to the
shrinking core model the average grain size of MgH2 decreases, while that of Mg increases,
the actual microstructure evolves from the same initial state after any sorption event.
3.3.2 Microstructural changes within one sorption cycle
As was demonstrated in the previous section, the change in the sorption behaviour of ball-
milled MgH2 is minor after several hydriding cycles, therefore the 4th complete cycle was
selected to monitor the microstructural changes. In order to achieve partially desorbed and
absorbed states, the desorption process was interrupted at intermediate states, correspond-
ing to 10%, 40% and 80% desorbed fraction (these states are denoted by circles in Fig.
3.9). Since the fully desorbed powder containing only pure Mg is extremely flammable, the
80 % fraction was not exceeded for safety reasons. Subsequent absorption was also stopped
at different stages, i.e. 15%, 50% and 90% of Mg powder transformed to hydride. It is
noted that each partial hydrogenation state was performed on a new doze of the ball-milled
material.
A general view on the effect of hydrogen release and absorption can be inferred from
the corresponding X-ray diffractograms (Fig. 3.11). The fully absorbed state is only
characterized by the Bragg-peaks of MgH2. As the H-content decreases continuously, the
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Figure 3.11: Series of XRD patterns corresponding to different hyrdided states of nano-
MgH2
Bragg-peaks corresponding to Mg evolve gradually. Evidently, the 80 % desorbed state is
mainly characterized by Mg. As the absorption takes place, the evolution is the opposite,
i.e. the Mg peaks almost diminish in line with the development of the tetragonal phase.
Figures 3.12a and 3.12b envisage the variation of the grain size 〈D〉 of MgH2 obtained
from the CMWP method during desorption and absorption, respectively. As seen, the
initial value of 〈D〉=20 nm remains practically unchanged up to 40% of desorption; how-
ever, as the MgH2 to Mg transformation goes on, the volume fraction of the remaining
hydride phase continuously decreases. At the end of the process (80% of desorption) the
remaining small amount of MgH2 forms very small nanoclusters with an average diameter
of 3 nm. A considerably different grain size evolution takes place during the Mg to MgH2
transformation, i.e. 〈D〉 increases almost linearly up to 19 nm with the total amount of
MgH2. The determination of the average grain size of the Mg phase in some states was
not adequate due to the small magnesium peak intensities.
The variation of the lattice parameters of the magnesium hydride and magnesium
phases during the full sorption cycle exhibits some characteristic features (Figs. 3.13a and
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Figure 3.12: Variation of average coherent grain size of MgH2 during a) desorption and
b) absorption
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3.13b). Both parameters, a and c of MgH2 obeys a maximum during the hydrogen release
(at 10% of desorption) corresponding to a relative lattice dilation of about 0.1-0.2 %. As
the hydrogen is almost fully released from the powder, the parameters of the remaining
very few amount of MgH2 are slightly lower than those of the initial state; however, the
error of the data is significantly higher due to the small intensity of the corresponding
Bragg peaks (see Fig. 3.11). At the first absorption state (15 %) a and c parameters
exhibit a slight increase. As the absorption continues, both values level off at around 4.515
Å and 3.025 Å, respectively.
A slightly different behaviour is observed for the magnesium. The parameters of the
negligibly amount of Mg in the fully absorbed state are close to the literature values. Sim-
ilar to the MgH2 phase, the c parameter reveals an increase of 0.17% during the hydrogen
release; however, the value of the a parameter scatters around 3.215 Å. At the most des-
orbed state (80% of desorption) dominated mainly by Mg grains, both values reach its
minimum indicating a considerable lattice contraction. As the hydrogen absorption begins
during the second part of the sorption cycle, an instantaneous increase in both parameters
is observed followed by a slight but considerable decrease up to full hydrogenation.
The characteristic differences in the grain size evolution during desorption and absorp-
tion suggest different kinetic processes. As was presented in Figure 3.12a, in spite of the
continuously decreasing amount of MgH2, the value of 〈D〉 is unchanged (∼20 nm) up
to 40% hydrogen release. This kind of transformation can be ascribed by instantaneous
MgH2 → Mg conversion of randomly selected particles, which does not influence the av-
erage grain size of the remaining hydride phase. As was introduced in section 1.7 if the
nucleation (and growth) of the new phase begin randomly in the bulk, the transformation
can be described by the classical JMA model (see section 1.7). This type of transforma-
tion will be also confirmed by fitting a total reacted function (αm(t)) on the measured
hydrogen desorption curves in section 3.4. As was described in section 3.3.1 a macroscopic
thermodynamic barrier may evolve in the transforming phase and opposes a continuous
hydriding-dehydriding transformation, an abrupt conversion of a metal grain into a hydride
ones takes place, i.e. at a certain H pressure the powder agglomerate contains only fully
















































































































































































































Figure 3.13: Variation of lattice parameters of a) MgH2 and b) Mg during desorption
and absorption
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transformed and untransformed grains.
The dominance of the remaining extremely small hydride nanoparticles (∼3 nm) at
the end of the desorption process can only be explained by the JMA theory, if additional
considerations on the microstructure are taken into account. Since this grain size is below
the critical Hall-Petch length [92], these particles are free of lattice defects, which act
as preferred nucleation sites in a JMA process. As a consequence, the small grains are
activated and transform to Mg ultimately.
As presented in Figure 3.12b, 〈D〉 of MgH2 increases proportionally with the H content
up to 19 nm during the absorption. The increasing hydride size assumes a transformation
where the hydrogen atoms are initially bonded at the surface and then the converted
fraction continuously evolves into the bulk. This kind of transformation is labelled as the
contracting volume model (CV), see section 1.7.
The observed characteristic features ofMgH2 andMg lattice parameters (see 3.13a and
3.13b) can have two different origins, i.e. internal stress and hydrogen in solid solution can
both alter the average bond length. The large difference in the unit cell volume of MgH2
(61.638 Å3) and Mg (45.977 Å3) can be accountant for a hydrostatic stress accumulation
in the powder particles during the MgH2 → Mg → MgH2 cycling. Besides, the difference
in the lattice parameters at the Mg-MgH2 interfaces promotes the formation of stress
induced lattice defects which offer a path for accelerated hydrogen diffusion.
As was revealed, the increased value of a and c parameters of MgH2 refer to a dilated
structure at an intermediate stage of desorption (see Fig. 3.13a). During the JMA type of
dehydrogenation the transformed particles undergo a volume decrease, resulting in a slight
dilation of the neighbouring unreacted hydride particles. The smallest lattice parameters
of the 80% desorbed sample (characterized by very few amount of MgH2 with an average
grain size of 3 nm) are the consequence of the increased specific surface tension. The almost
constant values of a and c during the absorption is in accordance with the practically zero
solubility of hydrogen in MgH2. In addition, the thickening hydride shell during the CV
transformation is not affected by any stress accumulation.
The solid solubility of hydrogen in hexagonal magnesium is about 2 at.% [93]. If
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hydrogen atoms occupy the energetically favourable tetrahedral interstitial sites, a lattice
dilatation takes place [94]. At higher concentrations of hydrogen, the lattice converts to
a tetragonal structure in which two tetrahedral and two octahedral interstitial sites are
occupied resulting in the MgH2 phase. Similarly to MgH2, the lattice parameters of the
Mg grains corresponding to the 80 % desorbed state exhibit a local minimum reaching the
literature values (see Fig. 3.13b), which refer to lack of stress. At this point the magnesium
powder is also free of dissolved hydrogen.
At the beginning of absorption (15 %) the Mg lattice is capable to dissolve enough
hydrogen resulting in substantial increase of both lattice parameters (see Fig. 3.13b). As
the transformation goes on, the hydrogen concentration reaches a critical value forming an
Mg-MgH2 interface layer moving continuously from the surface of the grains to the bulk.
As also seen, the c parameter corresponding to the decreasing amount of Mg decreases
progressively until the fully absorbed state is reached. Those magnesium particles which
still exist in the fully absorbed state are separated from the hydrogen probably due to
some intact oxide layer. This very small fraction of Mg is consequently free of dissolved
hydrogen at any state, exhibiting the similar values of lattice parameter as those of the
desorbed state.
3.4 Extension of the hydriding models to
multi-particle agglomerates [S3]
The sorption kinetics of hydride formation and decomposition described by semi-empirical
models (section 1.7) generally does not involve particle and grain size dependence. How-
ever, ball-milled nanocrystalline powders exhibit log-normal grain-size and particle-size
distribution (section 3.2). The shape of the measured reaction fraction curves do not de-
termine unambiguously the rate controlling mechanism of hydrogen sorption, since the
kinetics is strongly affected by the microstructure. Taking into account the values, ob-
tained by the CMWP method, the reaction constants corresponding to different sorption
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states are considerably modified compared to values obtained from classical single-particle
models.
Let us consider a powder agglomerate containing a large number of grains with different
grain size. The reacted fraction during an s-type sorption process (s=SC,CV or JMA, see
section 1.7) for the ith grain having an average radius of Ri can be written as
αs,i = αs,i(t, Ri). (3.3)











where the sum is only over the grain size and not over the type of the reaction. Letting
the variation of the grain size continuous and assuming that the grain-size distribution is
log-normal (see eq 2.7) the sum in eq. 3.5 can be replaced by an integral:
N∑
i=1
· · · ⇒
∫ Rmax
0
· · · f(R)dR. (3.6)

















Figure 3.14 present the calculated multi-particle reaction curves, ᾱm(t) on the same ar-
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bitrary time scale obtained for SC, CV and JMA processes of differentm and σ parameters,
according to eq. 3.7. Introducing the variation of grain size, the sorption curves corre-










































































































































































































































Figure 3.14: Calculated multi-particle reaction fraction curves obtained for a) SC, b) CV
and c) JMA type of sorption processes, corresponding to different values of m and and σ
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sponding to the SC mode (Fig. 3.14a) do not posses a linear behavior as it was obtained
for a single particle reaction (Fig. 1.15a); however, the shape of ᾱs changes significantly
and shows a saturation. As seen, with increasing median at constant σ = 0.6 (i.e. with
increasing average grain size of the same homogeneity), the reaction completes on a longer
time scale. With parameters m = 0.2 and σ = 0.6 the calculated ᾱs curve reaches 1 at
around t = 0.4 (in arbitrary units), while in the case of m = 1.2 and σ = 0.6 the reaction
is not finished even at t = 1. The behaviour corresponding to fixed m = 0.6 and varying σ
is even more interesting. Initially, the reaction rate is the largest for m = 0.6 and σ = 2;
however, the ᾱs curve levels off at the shortest time (t = 0.4) for m = 0.6 and σ = 0.1.
Similar tendency is obtained for the CV and JMA modes, if the grain size obeys a a log-
normal distribution; however, the change is not so drastic when the calculated ᾱscurves are
compared to that of the single particle reaction (see Fig. 1.15). In both cases the reaction
completes at shorter times when m decreases at fixed σ , and the initial reaction rate is
larger when σ is larger at constant m (Fig. 3.14).
In summary, it is seen that rather similar kinetic curves can correspond to different type
of sorption processes. Accordingly, it is concluded that solely the shape of the measured
reaction fraction curves may not determine unambiguously the rate controlling mechanism
of hydrogen sorption in nanocrystalline powder agglomerates, since the microstructure has
a strong affect on the kinetics as well. There are studies showing that milling MgH2 for
longer time can result in the change of the rate controlling mechanism, for example from
SC to CV [76]; however, the change of the microstructural parameters during milling may
also account for the different shape of the reaction curves.
The best fit of the PCT curves (see Fig. 3.9a) by the different single-particle reaction
functions (eqs. 1.9 1.10 and 1.15) can determine the controlling mechanisms and the
corresponding reaction constant, as listed in Table 3.1. For the activation process the best
fit corresponds to the SC mode; however, the following desorptions are JMA-type with a
slightly increasing reaction constant, indicating that the nucleation sites of hexagonal Mg
are randomly dispersed in the grain interiors. On contrary, the kinetics of the absorption
processes can be described by the CV model, i.e. the absorption of hydrogen starts at
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Process Type Reaction constant (s−1) Reaction constant (s−1)
Single-particle model Multi-particle model
activation SC 0.216± 0.002 · 10−3 0.237± 0.01 · 10−3
1st desorption JMA 1.771± 0.007 · 10−3 1.685± 0.02 · 10−3
6th desorption JMA 1.897± 0.008 · 10−3 1.710± 0.03 · 10−3
1st absorption CV 2.039± 0.010 · 10−3 –
6th absorption CV 2.384± 0.007 · 10−3 –
Table 3.1: Reaction constants (k for SC, U/R for CV and c for JMA modes) obtained
from the fit using single-particle and multi-particle models.
the surface of the particles. If one considers that the powder agglomerate contains grains
of log-normal distribution, the fit of the measured reaction curves by eq.3.7 results in
different reaction constants (see table 3.1); however, the best fit corresponds to similar
type of controlling mechanism as obtained for the single-particle model. For the SC type
of mechanism, the reaction constant k increases by 10 percent, whilst for the JMA process
the reaction constant c decreases by 15-30 percent if the multi-particle model is applied.
3.5 Summary
As was demonstrated BM of poly-MgH2 for 10 hours results in a fine homogeneous mi-
crostructure with grain size of 9 nm and particle size of 0.87 μm.
The Convolutional Multiple Whole Profile fitting procedure was applied to determine
the evolution of microstructural parameters of ball-milled nanocrystalline MgH2 powder
during hydrogen desorption-absorption. The first cycle results in a coarsened microstruc-
ture and a narrow grain-size distribution. Further dehydriding-hydriding treatment de-
stroys the homogeneity, while the average grain size achieved after each cycle is practically
the same. Based on the shrinking core model, the significant difference between the mi-
crostructures obtained after the first and repeated cycling originates from two distinct
effects: different average grain size at the beginning of the process and the different time
scale of desorption.
Furthermore, the change of the average grain size within one hydrogen absorption-
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desorption cycle was also monitored. It was obtained that the initial value of the MgH2
grain size remains practically unchanged (∼20 nm) up to 40% of desorption; however,
at the final stage of the MgH2 ⇒ Mg transformation the remaining small amount of
hydride forms very small nanoclusters with an average diameter of ∼3 nm. This kind of
transformation can be ascribed by instantaneous conversion of randomly selected particles
which is the main characteristics of classical JMA model. On contrary, a different grain size
evolution takes place during the Mg ⇒ MgH2 transformation, i.e. 〈D〉 increases almost
linearly up to 19 nm. The increasing hydride size assumes a CV-type of transformation.
The hydriding models were extended by intoducing the grain size distribution function.
Taking into account the size dependence, a total reacted function has been constructed
for a nanocrystalline powder agglomerate and has been applied for surface controlled,
contracting volume and JMA type of sorption processes. For the activation process of
nanocrystalline MgH2 the best fit corresponds to the SC mode; however, the following
desorption and absorption processes can be described by the JMA and CV model, respec-
tively. The reaction constants obtained from the multi-particle model can differ from the
values of classical single-particle models by 30 percent, indicating that the hydrogen re-
action kinetics is strongly affected by the microstructure of nanocrystalline powders. We
have also demonstrated that analyzing solely the evolution of microstructural parameters
during cycling leads to similar rate controlling mechanisms obtained by sorption kinetic
measurements.
Chapter 4
Microstructural, thermal and kinetic
evolution of nanocrystalline MgH2
milled with Nb2O5 as catalyst
As cited earlier the application of magnesium hydride is impeded by its relatively high
thermodynamic stability and high hydrogen desorption temperature (∼400 oC); however,
the hydriding properties of MgH2 can significantly be improved by adding metals and
oxides as catalysts (chapter 1.5). In this chapter the influence of niobium oxide (Nb2O5)) on
the microstructure, thermal behavior and on the sorption kinetics ofMgH2 is demonstrated
in detail.
The first part of the chapter deals with the synthesis (section 4.1) and microstructural
characterization (section 4.2) of magnesium hydride ball milled with catalyst. The effect of
catalyst on the microstructure is compared to the results obtained for pure MgH2 (chapter
3). The thermal stability of theMgH2 + Nb2O5 powder mixture is discussed in section 4.3.
The desorption temperature and the activation energy determined by thermogravimetry
offers a complete analysis on the effect of catalyst. The kinetics of the powders character-
ized by a Sievert-type apparatus (see section 2.3) provides information on sorption time
and rate in terms of microstructure (section 4.4).
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4.1 Synthesis of nanocrystalline MgH2 milled
with Nb2O5 catalyst [S4]
Commercial poly-MgH2 and Nb2O5 powders were pre-milled separately in order to ob-
tain nanocrystalline material. The pre-milling of the MgH2 was carried out by our re-
search project partner (Geestacht, Germany), in a planetary type mill for 2 hours, here-
after this state will be denoted as nano∗-MgH2. Subsequently, the nano
∗-MgH2 pow-
der was mixed with 2 mol% of Nb2O5 in the vibratory mill for different times: 15, 40
and 90 min, in order to produce homogeneously dispersed catalyst particles; hereafter,
these states will be denoted as nano∗-MgH2-Nb2O5-15min, nano
∗-MgH2-Nb2O5-40min
and nano∗-MgH2-Nb2O5-90min, respectively. On a side note, the relative amount of the
catalyst powder (2 mol%) applied in our experiments is relatively high compared to the
amounts generally used in the literature (0,2-0,5 mol%) [44, 45] in order to obtain enough
X-ray scattering of the catalyst particles which is necessary for a reliable CMWP evalua-
tion.
4.2 Microstructure of MgH2 with Nb2O5 catalyst[S5,S6]
As was demonstrated in the SEM image, the attrition process of MgH2 results in the for-
mation of particles with sharp edges (see Fig. 3.3a). Contrary, when milled with catalyst
the MgH2 agglomerates have smooth surface and round shape (Fig. 4.1a). The corre-
sponding particle size histogram indicates a decrease in the average size of the powder
particles. Milling the nano∗-MgH2 powder with catalyst for 40 min yields a change from
mSEM = 0.87 μm to 0.79 μm (compare Figs. 3.3b and 4.1b).
The XRD patterns confirm that the addition of the catalyst to nano∗-MgH2 results
in a slight subsequent line-broadening accompanied with the decrease of the relative peak
intensities of the MgH2 phase compared to the Nb2O5 ones (see Fig. 4.2). It is also
recognised that not any new peaks appear on the pattern, indicating that the mixing
between the catalyst and hydride particles occurs on nanoscale without any detectable
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Figure 4.1: SEM image of a) nano∗-MgH2-Nb2O5-40min and b) the corresponding par-
ticle size-histogram
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Figure 4.2: XRD patterns corresponding to nano∗-MgH2 and nano
∗-MgH2 with Nb2O5
catalyst milled for 15,40 and 90 min
chemical reaction between the two constituents.
The normalized log-normal distribution functions of the MgH2 and Nb2O5 obtained
by the CMWP method reveal that the distribution of the MgH2 phase shifts slightly
towards smaller values with increasing milling time, indicating that the grain-size refine-
ment is negligible when the hydride is milled additionally together with the catalyst (Figs.
4.3a and 4.3b). The calculated 〈D〉 values for the hydride grains in the nano∗-MgH2,
nano∗-MgH2-Nb2O5-40min and nano
∗-MgH2-Nb2O5-90min states are 11, 9.5 and 9 nm,
respectively. As was shown in chapter 3 nano-MgH2 powder milled for 10 h in a vibratory
mill exhibits area averaged grain size of 9 nm; however, almost the same size (11 nm) can
be achieved for the nano∗-MgH2 powder milled for only 2 hours in the planetary mill.
This implies that the planetary mill is more energetic and effective to reduce the powder
size. Moreover, ball milling hydride powder with catalyst in the vibratory mill results in
further decrease of the grain size within a short additional period of time (40-90 min). The
simultaneous decrease in the particle as well as in the grain size of MgH2 in the presence of
Nb2O5 is a consequence of a mechanical effect caused by the rigid catalyst particles. There
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Figure 4.3: Grain-size histograms of a) MgH2 and b) Nb2O5 at different milling times
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is no notable grain-size refinement of the catalyst (see Fig. 4.3b), 〈D〉 exhibits a slight
decrease from 41 to 37 nm for nano∗-MgH2-Nb2O5-40min and nano
∗-MgH2-Nb2O5-90min,
respectively.
4.3 Thermal stability of MgH2 with Nb2O5 catalyst[S5]
The temperature (Tdes) and activation energy (Eact) of desorption for poly-, nano
∗-MgH2
and nano∗-MgH2 with catalyst were analyzed by thermogravimetry to reveal some corre-
lation between the microstructure and thermal stability. TG profiles obtained at a heat-






















































































































∗-MgH2-Nb2O5-90min obtained at heating rate of 10 K/min. Inset
shows the decrease of the desorption temperature, Tdes,onset
talline state, the dehydrogenation reaction starts at around Tdes,onset = 431
oC, and it
reaches its inflection point at Tdes,inf = 445
oC. The inset in Figure 4.4 indicates that
a remarkable decrease of Tdes,onset down to 388
oC takes place for the nano∗-MgH2 state.
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Less pronounced further decrease occurs when MgH2 is milled together with the catalyst
(361oC for the nano∗-MgH2-Nb2O5-90min). It is evident that the main decrease, observed
between the poly-MgH2 and nano
∗-MgH2 states, is due to the substantial microstructural
refinement both on micron and nanoscale. Since milling the hydride with catalyst is not
accompanied with a substantial particle- and grain-size reduction, the subsequent decrease

















































































Figure 4.5: TG curves obtained at different heating rates for nano∗-MgH2-Nb2O5-15min
sample. The inset shows the obtained Kissinger-plots
The TG analysis of the polycrystalline and all nanocrystalline states was carried out at
different heating rates (5, 10 and 20 K/min) in order to obtain Eact for the H-desorption
process (Fig. 4.5). From the shift of Tdes,inf with increasing heating rate, we can assume
that the dehydrogenation process is thermally activated and the Kissinger analysis (see
section 2.2) can be satisfactory applied to determine activation energies (see Fig. 4.5
inset). The calculated Eact values for the poly-MgH2 and nano
∗-MgH2 are 140 ±5 and
144±23 kJ/mol, respectively, indicating that simultaneous particle and grain size reduction
have only a slight effect on the activation energy of the hydrogen release. Both values
are in the range of the reported activation energies of decomposition for conventional
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Figure 4.6: Activation energy (Eact) values of different samples
polycrystalline MgH2 material (120-142 kJ/mol), as well as similar to that reported for
ball-milled nanocrystalline MgH2 [95, 96, 97, 98].
By adding the catalyst, it is found that there exists an optimal milling time when the
activation energy is the lowest (83±9 kJ/mol for the nano∗-MgH2-Nb2O5-15min powder).
Hence, although the very short-time milling (15 min) leads to incomplete mixing of the
hydride and catalyst particles, the catalytic effect of the Nb2O5 is well pronounced. This
value is slightly higher than those reported for nanocrystallineMgH2 + Nb2O5 (65 kJ/mol)
by Bormann and co-workers [45] and by Huot et al. (63 kJ/mol) [99], probably due to
some unavoidable surface oxidation, mainly occurring during the TG analysis, despite of
the protective pure argon atmosphere.
Longer milling times (40 and 90 min) result in subsequent increase of Eact, most proba-
bly due to the penetration of the catalyst particles into the interior of the hydride ones. The
effect of catalyst is well pronounced only near the hydrogen-magnesium interface because it
enhances chemisorption and dissociation of the hydrogen gas which mainly happen at the
surface. If the catalyst is covered by hydride and thus does not connected to the surface
directly, it looses its catalytic effect. Another possible explanation of the deleterious effect
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of the milling duration on the H-sorption kinetics could be the partial reduction of the
Nb2O5 by Mg during the high-energy milling. This hypothesis is; however, less probable
since the XRD does not reveal noticeable reaction between MgH2 and Nb2O5.
4.4 Effect of microstructural parameters
on the kinetics[S6,S7]
In order to examine the influence of microstructure on the kinetics of H-sorption the
nano∗-MgH2 and nano
∗-MgH2-Nb2O5-40min powders were treated thermally to obtain
coarser powder. Isothermal annealing was carried out in specially purified, de-vapourised
(by calcium chloride desiccant) and de-oxygenated (using pyrogallol) hydrogen gas at 400oC
for 30 min (see Fig. 4.7). The heat treated nano∗-MgH2 and nano
∗-MgH2-Nb2O5-40min
Figure 4.7: Schematic illustration of the annealing process
samples will be denoted as HT-MgH2 and HT-MgH2-Nb2O5-40min, respectively. Both
annealed samples exhibit an average grain size of 50 nm, and particles size around 1 μm.
The 〈D〉 and msem values are summarised in Table 4.1. As seen, the annealing process
results in considerably lager grain size; however no coarsening occurs on the micron scale.
Figure 4.8 presents the normalised absorption curves of nano∗-MgH2, nano
∗-MgH2-
Nb2O5-40min, HT-MgH2 and HT-MgH2-Nb2O5-40min samples. As seen, the nanocrys-
talline powder needs about ∼800 s reaching 90% of the absorption; however the addi-
tion of Nb2O5 (nano
∗-MgH2-Nb2O5-40min) requires slightly longer time (∼1400 s), whilst
for HT-MgH2 and HT-MgH2-Nb2O5-40min it is ∼3500 and ∼2400 s, respectively. The
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Figure 4.8: H-absorption curves of different MgH2 samples
initial absorption rate (α), which is determined from the slope at t = 0 s, obeys simi-
lar behaviour. The nano∗-MgH2 and nano
∗-MgH2-Nb2O5-40min powder has α=0.0108
and 0.0075 wt%/s, respectively. On contrary, the heat treated samples (HT-MgH2 and
HT-MgH2-Nb2O5-40min) show only 0.0052 and 0.0047 wt%/s.
Sample 〈D〉 (nm) msem (μm) α (wt.%/s) t90% (s)
nano∗-MgH2 11 1 0.0108 808
nano∗-MgH2-Nb2O5-40min 9.5 0.79 0.0075 1482
HT-MgH2 50 1 0.0052 3570
HT-MgH2-Nb2O5-40min 50 0.0047 2370
Table 4.1: Grain size 〈D〉, particle size msem, absorption rate α and absorption time t90%
of different hydride samples
Powders with finer grains (∼10 nm) reveal better absorption kinetics than the heat
treated samples, indicating that the presence of catalyst has less pronounced effect on the
kinetics than the microstructural parameters (see Table 4.1). However, as was presented
in section 4.3, the catalyst has an important role, i.e. it decreases the activation energy of
desorption considerably.
The characteristic differences of the effect of microstructure and catalyst confirm that
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they play two different role in the sorption process. By decreasing the average size of the
powder down to the nanometer regime, the required diffusion path is drastically reduced
[100, 101]. Accordingly, if limited by the diffusion, the size decrease enhances the sorption
kinetics significantly. However, the size reduction effects neither the chemisorption of
hydrogen molecules on the surface at the initial step of absorption, nor the ease of their
dissociation. The metal-oxide catalysts seem to have a pronounced effect in dissociating
the hydrogen molecules and they act as chemisorption sites [9, 45], resulting in the observed
decrease of the activation energy (see Fig. 4.6). Moreover, if catalyst is milled with hydride
for excessive times its effect decreases as the hydride covers the rigid catalyst grains and
seals them from the surface.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter the kinetics and thermal stability of MgH2 milled with Nb2O5 were dis-
cussed in terms of microstructure. The sorption rate (α) and desorption temperature (Tdes)
were found to be mostly effected by the average grain size (〈D〉); however, no effect on the
activation energy (Eact) of the desorption process was revealed. We have also shown that
the addition of catalyst can improve storage properties by reducing the activation energy.




• Based on the CMWP fitting procedure, it was obtained that the ball-milled MgH2
powder exhibits a homogeneous microstructure of an average grain size of 9 nm. The
first dehydriding-hydriding cycle (activation) results in a coarsened microstructure
(20 nm) and a narrow grain-size distribution. Further cycling treatment destroys the
homogeneity, while the average grain size remains unchanged. Based on the shrinking
core model, the significant difference between the microstructures obtained after the
first and repeated cyclings originates from two distinct effects: different average grain
size at the beginning of the processes and the different time scale of desorption.
• During a characteristic complete sorption cycle, the initial value of the MgH2 grain
size remains practically unchanged (20 nm) up to 40 % of desorption; however, at
the final stage of the MgH2 → Mg transformation the remaining small amount
of MgH2 forms very small nanoclusters with an average diameter of 3 nm. This
kind of transformation can be ascribed by instantaneous MgH2 → Mg conversion
of randomly selected particles which is the main characteristics of classical Johnson-
Mehl-Avrami (JMA) model. On contrary, a different grain size evolution takes place
during the Mg → MgH2 transformation, i.e. 〈D〉 increases almost linearly up to
19 nm. The increasing hydride size assumes a Contracting Volume (CV) type of
transformation.
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• Taking into account the size dependence of a powder agglomerate, the conventional
surface controlled (SC), contracting volume and JMA type of sorption functions have
been modified by introducing a multi-particle reacted function. For the activation
process of nanocrystalline MgH2 the best fit corresponds to the SC mode, however,
the following desorption and absorption processes can be described by the JMA and
CV model, respectively. The reaction constants obtained from the multi-particle
model can differ from the values of classical single-particle models by 30 percent, in-
dicating that the hydrogen reaction kinetics is strongly affected by the microstructure
of nanocrystalline powders.
• We have shown that milling MgH2 powder in the presence of rigid Nb2O5 catalyst
particles, the hydride reaches its grain size limit (9-10 nm) in a shorter time. The
activation energy of the hydrogen desorption is reduced by adding the catalyst, whilst
the effect of grain size is negligible. On contrary, the desorption temperature is
strongly affected by the average grain size, which can further be decreased slightly
by the presence of the catalyst (altogether by 70 oC compared to the polycrystalline
state).
• Based on PCT measurements, we have concluded that the absorption rate is mainly
affected by the microstructure, the direct effect of the catalyst is small. In the
nanosized regime, the required diffusion length of the hydrogen atoms is drastically
reduced, resulting in an enhanced H-uptake.
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